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The relations 2” and .3!* are generalisations of Green’s relations 9 and 
9: elements a and b of a semigroup S are related by .P*(%?*) in S if and 
only if they are related by A?(2) in some oversemigroup of S. A semigroup 
is abundant if each Y*-class and each B*-class contains an idempotent. An 
abundant semigroup in which the idempotents commute is adequate. 
Regular semigroups are abundant, and inverse semigroups are adequate; 
we have Y* = 2 and B* = %? in these cases. It has been found that in the 
theory of abundant semigroups the relations Y* and .%* play a role 
similar to that played by dp and d in the theory of regular semigroups. In 
view of this, it is reasonable to hope that we may be able to obtain results 
for abundant semigroups which are analogous to some of those for regular 
semigroups. 
In an earlier paper [I] we proved results about a class of adequate 
semigroups called type A semigroups, using an approach inspired by the 
theories of Schein [119] and Meakin [ 141 for inverse semigroups. Results 
similar to those of Schein were also obtained by Ehresmann [4, 51. Recen- 
tly, Lawson [12] has applied this approach to a wider class of semigroups 
whose idempotents form a semilattice. The present paper is concerned w-ith 
a class of abundant semigroups called concordant semigroups. These are 
abundant semigroups in which the idempotents generate a regular sub- 
semigroup, and which also satisfy a further condition called idempotent- 
connectedness (I.C.). The latter condition relates the idempotents in the 
dP*-class of an element to those in the -P-class of the element; a precise 
definition is given in Section 2. This is a generalisation of the type A con- 
dition on adequate semigroups, in that an adequate semigroup is concor- 
dant if and only if it is type A. The class of concordant semigroups includes 
all full subsemigroups of regular semigroups, and also Rees matrix 
semigroups over a cancellative monoid with the sandwich matrix entries 
coming from the group of units. Work on the structure of concordant 
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semigroups was also done by Lawson [12]. In this paper we adopt an 
approach different from Lawson’s: using methods inspired by the theory 
developed by Nambooripad [17] for studying the structure of regular 
semigroups, and its interpretation by Meakin [15] in terms of structure 
mappings. 
Nambooripad [17] shows that the set E(S) of idempotents of a regular 
semigroup S form a regular biordered set. Using this concept, he defines a 
category of inductive groupoids, and shows that given any regular 
semigroup we can construct a corresponding inductive groupoid, and 
conversely: in fact the category of inductive groupoids is equivalent to the 
category of regular semigroups. 
To develop an analogous theory for concordant semigroups, we work 
with inductive cancellative categories in place of inductiv!e groupoids. A 
cancellative category is a small category in which we have right and left 
cancellation for morphisms. Such categories have been considered 
previously by Hasse and Michler [S] and Hoehnke [9]. The weak Croisot 
groupoids of [l] are examples of cancellative categories. In Section 3 we 
formulate the notion of cancellative category, and prove that this coincides 
with Nambooripad’s definition when the cancellative category is actually a 
groupoid; a groupoid is inductive in our sense if and only if it is inductive 
in Nambooripad’s sense. With a concordant semigroup S we associate an 
inductive cancellative category C(S) whose morphisms are triples (e, X, f ), 
where e and f are idempotents belonging to the .&‘*-class and Z*-class, 
respectively, of x. Conversely, given an inductive cancellative category C 
we can construct a concordant semigroup S(C). Using these constructions 
we show that the category of inductive cancellative categories is equivalent 
to the category of concordant semigroups. 
In [16], Nambooripad also shows how to construct regular semigroups 
from their trace, biordered set of idempotents, and a family of structure 
mappings. Meakin [15] gives an alternative description of this approach, 
using a wider class of structure mappings, with simpler axioms. The trace 
of a regular semigroup S is defined to be the partial groupoid tr(S) = (S, -) 
with partial binary operation 
a-b= 
ab if L,nR,nE(S)#4 
undefined otherwise. 
The structure mappings are mappings between Z-classes and between 
&!-classes of E(S): specifically there are mappings from R, to R, and from 
L, to L, whenever fore or fo’e. (The definition of the quasi-orders cY and 
0’ are given in Section 1.) Meakin gives four conditions which he shows 
are satisfied by the structure mappings of S, and which, moreover, when 
satisfied by any set of such mappings, are sufficient to permit the construc- 
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tion of a regular semigroup from the basic structures of the trace and set of 
idempotents. 
We analogously define the *-trace of an abundant semigroup S to be the 
partial groupoid tr*(S) = (S, .) with partial binary operation 
a.b= 
i 
ah if L,*nRdnE(S)id 
.undefined otherwise. 
(This reduces to Meakin’s definition of trace for regular semigroups.) We 
find that the *-trace of an abundant semigroup has the structure of a 
particular type of blocked Rees matrix groupoid. If such a groupoid has in 
addition a regular biordered set structure on its idempotents, then we have 
a concordant partial groupoid. Similarly we broaden the definition of the 
structure mappings to be mappings between LP-classes and between 
2*-classes, for abundant semigroups. We then find conditions which are 
satisfied by the structure mappings of an abundant semigroup, and also 
when satisfied bv a family of mappings between Y*-classes and .%‘*-classes d 
of a concordant partial groupoid will enable us to extend the groupoid 
multiplication to obtain a concordant semigroup for which the g&en 
mappings are the structure mappings. 
The first section of this paper recalls some definitions and elementary 
results about biordered sets from [17]. The second recalls definitions and 
results about the relations Y* and W* from [6]! and then proceeds to 
definitions and results on abundant semigroups, also mostly from ES]. In 
the third and fourth sections we construct the category of inductive 
cancellative categories, and show that this is equivalent to the category of 
concordant semigroups. Next we have sections giving brief introductions to 
Brandt groupoids and semigroups, and to blocked Rees matrix semigroups. 
In the following section we analyse the structure of the *-trace of an abun- 
dant semigroup. and define concordant partial groupoids. En the final sec- 
tion we look at the structure mappings, and find conditions on mappings 
defined on a concordant partial groupoid, which will enable us to construct 
a concordant semigroup with these mappings as structure mappings. 
We refer the reader to Howie [lo] for standard terminology, notation 
and results. 
The work in this paper forms part of the author’s doctorai thesis [a], 
and I am greatly indebted to my supervisor, Dr. John Fountain, for all his 
advice and encouragement. 
1. PRELIMINARIES (BIORDERED SETS) 
We start by recalling Nambooripad’s definition of a biordered set. We 
first note that a quasiorder is a relation which is reflexive and transitive. 
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Now let E be a partial algebra; that is, a set E together with a partial 
binary operation on E. We denote the domain of the partial binary 
operation by D,: so that (e, f )E D, if and only if the product ef exists in 
the partial algebra E. On E we define 
of= ((e,f):fe=e} co’= {(e,f):ef=e} 
.g=mrn (or)-’ A?=dn(o’)-’ U=U’nU’. 
DEFINITION. Let E be a partial algebra as above. E is a biordered set if 
the following axioms and their duals hold. (Here e, f, g, h denote arbitrary 
elements of E.) 
(Bl) c/ and CI.I’ are quasiorders on E and D,= (or v w’) v 
(oruuy. 
(B21) fE or(e) * fgfeewe. 
(B22) gox A g E or(e) *geoffi. 
(B31) gw’jSe *gf= (ge)J: 
(B32) wff; f, g E or(e) * (.k)e = (fe)ke). 
Let .4(e, f) denote the quasiordered set (w’(e) n or( f ), <). where 
g < h o egco’eh, gjii’hJ: 
Then the set S(e, f )= {hEA’(e,f):g<hVgEA(e, f)} is called the 
sandttlich set of e and f: 
(B4) J;gEo'(e)~S(~gg)e=S(fe,ge). 
The biordered set E is regular if it also satisfies 
(R) S(e,f)#d, Ve,fEE. 
We note that since DE is symmetric, and the axioms for a biordered set 
are self-dual, the dual of any true proposition is also true. 
DEFINITION. Let E and E’ be biordered sets, and 6: E -+ E’ a mapping. 
Then B is a bimorphism if it satisfies 
(M) (e, f)ED.+(eO,j’O)EDE’ and (ef)8=(efl)(fe). 
8 is a regular bimorphism if it also satisfies 
(RMl) S(c, f )0_cS’(& fe) and 
(RM2) S(e, f) # 4 0 S’(&, j-0) # 4, Ve, f E E, where S’(e0, fe) 
denotes the sandwich set in E’. 
A biordered subset E’ of a biordered set E is a biordered set which is a 
partial subalgebra in the usual sense. E’ is relatively regular in E if the 
inclusion mapping 1 E.: E’ E E is a regular bimorphism. 
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It is clear that the composition of (regular) bimorphisms is also a 
(regular) bimorphism. Thus we have a category B whose objects are bior- 
dered sets and whose morphisms are bimorphisms, and a subcategory 9&% 
whose objects are regular biordered sets and whose morphisms are regular 
bimorphisms. 
Remark 1.1. Note that if E is a regular biordered set, then a 
bimorphism 6: E -+ E’ is regular provided only that it satisfies (RM!), since 
in this case (RM2) follows automatically. 
The following theorem is a slightly stronger statement of Nambooripad’s 
Theorem 1.1 in [17], but the proof remains unchanged. 
THEOREM 1.2. (.a) Let S be a semigroup, such that E(S) # 4. 
(al) The partial algebra E(S) is a biordered set. 
(a2) For e, fe E(S), define 
S,(e, f )= {hEA(e,f):ehf =efj 
&(.e, f) = (12 E .M(e, f): h i ef 1. 
Then S,(e, f )=S,(e, f )GS(e,f). 
(a3 j If e, f E E(S) then ef is a regular element of S if and only tf 
s,(e,f )=S(e,f )#ch 
(a4) If the idempotents of S generate a regular subsemigroup, then 
E(S) is a regular biordered set, 
(.b) Let 4: S-t S’ be a homomorphism oJf semigroups such thut 
E(S) f 4. 
W W$)=9 iEfS! IS a bimorphism of E(S) into E(S’). 
(b2) If qY:S’+S” is another homomorphism, then E(&$‘) = 
E(4) a#‘). 
(b3) If S is a semigroup whose idempotents generate a regular sub- 
semigroup, then E(#) is a regular bimorphism such that E(Sr#) = E(S) El:@). 
Proof As only parts (a4) and (b3) differ from Nambooripad’s version, 
we will simply give the proofs of these, to show that they are still valid for 
these slightly more general results. 
(a4) If S is as stated, then ef is a regular element of S tie, f c E(S) and 
hence by (a3), S(e, f j #q5, Ve, f EE(S), that is, E(S) satisfies axiom (R) 
and so is a regular biordered set. (It is a biordered set by (al j.) 
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(b3) Let S be as stated, e, fg E(S). Then (E(S)) is regular, so 
S(e,f) #&. Let h~S(e,f). By (bl), ~E(~)E,~(~E(~),~E(~)), and 
(eE(~))(hE(~))(fE(~)) = (e~WdNfdj= (eW”V by Wj 
=(efid as S,(e,f)=Sie,f) by (a3) 
= WhMf~(~)). 
Hence by (a2), hE($j~S(eE(d), fE(d)), and so S(e,f) E(4) c 
S(eE(d),-fE(&)) and E(d) satisfies (RMl), and hence is a regular 
bimorphism by Remark 1.1. That E(S4) = E(S) E(b) follows from 
Proposition 3.5 of [ 111. 
This theorem shows that we may define a functor E by S-+ E(S), 
$ -+ E(d), from the category of all semigroups to the category of biordered 
sets. The restriction of E to the category .f.% of semigroups whose idem- 
potents generate a regular subsemigroup is a functor to the category 959 of 
regular biordered sets. 
2. PRELIMINARIES (ABUYDANT SEMIGROUPS) 
We first summarise some basic ideas and results concerning the relations 
5?* and W*. These are taken from [6]. As mentioned in the introduction, 
the relations =!Z* and R* are defined as follows: elements a and h of a 
‘semigroup S are Y*-related (9*-related) if and only if they are p-related 
(W-related) in some oversemigroup of S. We will write uZ*(S)b or 
a$?*(S)b if there is any ambiguity about the semigroup S concerned. 
Clearly 9’* and 9?* are respectively right and left congruences on S. An 
alternative description is given by the following result. (Note that for any 
result concerning 5?* there is always a dual result concerning W*, which 
we will not always specifically mention.) 
LEMMA 2.1 (Lemma 1.1. of [6]). Let S be a semigroup, and a, bES. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) aT*b; 
(ii) for aN x, y E S ‘, ax = ay if and only if bx = by; 
(iii) there is an S’-isomorplzism 4: aS 1 + bS’ with ad = b. 
Now if aY*e, where r is an idempotent, we have e. e = e. 1, and so by 
(ii), ae = al = a. Thus any idempotent acts as a right identity within its 
Y*-class? and we have the following corollary: 
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COROLLARY. lf e is an idempotent of a semigroup S, then the foilowkg 
ore equkalent, for a E S: 
(ij aY*e; 
(ii ) ae = a and for all X. J’ E S ‘, ax = ay implies ex = e):. 
Ciearly 2’ E Y* for any semigroup S, and if a and b are regular 
eiements of S then aY*b if and only if a9b. In particular, if S is regular, 
then dp* = Y. The intersection of Y* and Z* is denoted by #*, and their 
join by S*. We denote the Y*-class containing the element a of S by 
L,*(L,*(S) in case of ambiguity). 
We now turn to look specifically at abundant semigroups: 
DEFINITION. A semigroup S is abundant if each 2*-class and each 
.$*-class of S contains an idempotent. If in addition the idemporents cf S 
commute, then we say that S is adequate. 
We define the *-trace of an abundant semigroup S to be the partial 
groupoid tr*(S) = (5: .) with partial binary operation “.” defined by 
a.b= 
ifL,*nR,* r?E(S)#fj 
otherwise. 
Then tr*(S) is clearly a disjoint union of the 52’*-classes of 5, which are 
closed under . . We now prove a result which corresponds to Theorem 1.2 
of [17], and show how general products may sometimes be reduced to 
products in t?(S), thus providing the springboard for the results ahead, 
THEOREM 2.2. Let x, y be elements of a semigroup S for which there 
exist e. fg E(S) satisjjjing ey*x, fg*y. Then ifg E A’(e: f): 
where the product on the righthand side is def?ned in tr*(S). In particular, if 
hES,(e, f ), theri (xh).(hy)=xy. 
ProoJ Since gel/e, we have gYeg by axiom (B21 j*. Moreover, since 
eY*.x, and .F* is a right congruence, egL.P*,ug, hence gY*xg. Similarly 
gW*gj:. Thus gE LTg r\ R&n E(S), and the product (xgj . (gj’) exists in 
tr*(S). 
If !ZE S,(e,f ), then ehf=ef by definition and so l,xh). (iz~~) =xhy= 
xehiv = XJ. 
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Note that if S is an abundant semigroup then for any x and y we can 
find such an e and f; and if also the idempotents of S generate a regular 
subsemigroup then S,(e, f ) = S(e, S) # 4, so that in such a semigroup we 
can write -x-y as (xh) . (hy) for any elements x, y of S. 
Let S be an abundant semigroup, with set E of idempotents, and B be 
the semiband generated by E. Then (e) denotes the subsemigroup of eBe 
generated by the idempotents of eBe, where e E E. Thus (e) is generated 
by all idempotents f such that f d e. As in [IS], we say 
DEFINITIOX S is idempotent-connected (IC) when for each element a of 
S, and for some a7 E R,*(S)n E, a* E L,*(S) n E, there is a bijection 
3: (a+) -+ (a*) satisfying xa = a(xz) VXE (at). 
As shown in [6], 2 must in fact be an isomorphism, which we call a con- 
necting isomorphism, and also the words “for some” may be replaced by 
“for all.“ It is easy to see, as is also shown in [6], that any regular 
semigroup is IC, and that the class of IC abundant semigroups also con- 
tains the class of primitive abundant semigroups. Further, an adequate 
semigroup is IC if and only if it is type A, so that the notion of idempotent- 
connectedness is a generalisation to abundant semigroups of a type A 
adequate semigroup. 
The following lemma is due to Dr. J. B. Fountain. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let S be an abundant semigroup. Then S is IC if and only it 
satisfies the following two conditions: 
(i) Jf e < a*, for some a* E E(S) n Lz, then there exists b E S such that 
ae = ba; 
(ii) If f < at, for some at E E(S) n R,*, then there exists c E S such 
that fa=ac. 
Prooj If S is IC then we may take c= fx, b =ez-‘, where 
a: (a?) --f (a*) is the connecting isomorphism. 
Now suppose that (i) and (ii) hold. Let at E E(S) n R,*, a* E E(S) n L,*, 
and f< at. Then there is an element c such that fa =ac. Thus L~C= fa= 
ffa = f(u) = (fa)c = ace, so that ac = ac’, and hence as aP’*n*, a*c = a*c2. 
Also ac = fa = faa* = aca*. Thus a*c = a*~*. Therefore (a*~)‘= a*ca*c = 
a*c2 = u*c E E(S), and so u*ca* E E(S), and since a*ca* < a*, 
a*ca* E <a*). Now fa = ac = aca* = (aa*) cu* = a(a*ca*). Thus we have 
an element e (=a*ca*),<a* such that fa=ae. Now if XE (al-), then 
x = fk---.fi, f f = f, < at i = 1, . . . . k and so xa = fk...Af,a = 
fk-..f,ae,= ... =aek...el =a~', for some J’E (a*>, where eT=ei<a*. 
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If xa=a):,=u~~, Y~,~:~E(u*), then a*y,=a*~,; that is, ~:=y~. If 
~,a=.~~a,x,,x~~(at)~thenx,=x,a4=x,at=~~,Thuswehaveaweil- 
defined one-to-one map x: (a+) -+ (a* ) such that ,.a = a(xr) for 
x E (a*>. Dually we have a one-to-one map a: (a* ) -+ (a$) satisfying 
a)= (J./l)0 for YE (a*). Now for any JE (a*), a~= (~fl)a=a((~~)r). 
Thus J’ = ~fix, and x is onto. Thus S is IC. 
COROLLARY. Suppose that for each element UE S, and for some 
a”r E R:(S) n 15, a* E L,*(S) n E, there is a b[iection /?: ~(a?) --+ ~(a*) 
sutislving ~a = u(J~/!J) .for all J E oj(at). Then S is IC. Moreover /? is unique. 
ProoJ: We may take b=ep-‘, c= fb, and then (i) and (ii) of the 
lemma are satisfied, so that S is IC. Now if 7: w(st) -+ o(u*) is another 
bijection satisfying ~a = a(y)'j for ali J E o(at): then ~a = u(J~) = o($j: 
and hence as G*~*u, we have a*(~..i) =a*(yP). But since ~‘y? ,PEcL)(LI*), 
this is equivalent to 4’“; = yb. Thus ;’ = 8, and p is unique. 
Clearly if x: (a+) -+ (a* ) is a connecting isomorphism, then p = ct 1 r,j(a+i: 
so we will refer to p also as a connecting isomorphism. 
A homomorphic image of an abundant semigroup is not necessarily 
abundant. El-Qallali and Fountain [6] define a good homomorphism 
I#: S -+ T of semigroups as one for which, for any a, b E S, aL?*(S)b implies 
udY*( T) b& and &!*(S)b implies a@*(T) bqk Note that the composition 
of good homomorphisms is again good, and that a good homomorphic 
image of an abundant semigroup is abundant. (Also, as noted in [13], if S 
is regular, then any homomorphism with domain S is good.) Thus the 
category .2Y of regular semigroups is a full subcategory of the category 
whose objects are abundant semigroups and whose morphisms are good 
homomorphisms of semigroups. 
DEFIWTION We deline a concordant semigroup to be an IC abundant 
semigroup whose idempotents generate a regular subsemigroup. 
We denote the category whose objects are concordant semigroups, and 
whose morphisms are good homomorphisms of semigroups, by %Y. We 
shall now show that the image of a concordant semigroup under a good 
homomorphism again belongs to +$9’. (This argument was suggested by 
Dr. Fountain.) 
b3mA 2.4. Let S be an abundant semigroup !vith regular semibund EL 
lf 4: S-k S’ is a good homomorphism, and uq5 E E(S’), then there is an 
idempotent h E S such that hq3 = a4. 
Proof. Since S is abundant, there are idempotents e and f satisfying 
e.Y*&*J As I$ is good, eqM*uqM’*f~, that is, e&FuqM!f&, since these 
elements are all idempotent. 
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Now ef E B, so ef is regular, and hence by Theorem 1.2, Si(e, f ) # 4. Let 
hES,(e, f ), so that he=h=fh and ehf =eJ: Now 
4 = (ad)(d) 
= (4)(4)(fd)(4) since eqMaq@f~ 
= (d)C(ef M)(d) 
= (d)((ehf M)(d) 
= WM#Wd)(f4)(~4) 
= W)iWW) 
= hNfW)W) 
= (d)(fd)(hd)(4) 
= (fd)iWW) since aq%f# 
= (fh) d(d) 
= ih4N4) 
= (he) d(4) 
= (hdNed)(ad) 
= @d)(4) since afjYe4 
= (he) q+ = h& 
THEOREM 2.5. Let 4: S + T be a good homomorphism of S onto T. If S is 
a concordant semigroup, then so is T. 
ProoJ: We know that T is abundant, and since by Lemma 2.4 4 maps 
E(S) onto E(T), and hence (E(S) ) onto (E( T) ), (E(T) ) must be regular 
since (E(S) > is. 
We now show that T is IC. Let t E T, t* E E(T) n L,*, and suppose that 
h < t*. We want to find u E T such that th = ut. The dual conditions will be 
true by a dual argument, and we may then use Lemma 2.3 to conclude that 
T is IC. Since 4 is onto, there exists s E S with sd = t, and by Lemma 2.4 
there is an idempotent X-E E(S) such that kb = t*. Thus (sk)+ = (sq5)(&) = 
tt* = 1. 
NOW (skjk= (sk)l, SO that fl= f for any f EE(S)n L$. Thus 
kf~ E(S), and clearly kfYfY*sk. Also (kf )b = (kb)(fb) = t*(fd) = t*, 
since q5 is good, and so from fdP*sk we get fi+W*(sk)q5 = tlP*t*, and hence 
f4sPt*. Thus we have found a (= sk) E S and e (= kf) E E(S) with e9’*a, 
satisfying afj = t, ed = t*. 
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Now consider h < t*. By Lemma 2.4, there is an element ic E(S) such 
that id, = h. Then also (eie)4 = (e$)($)(ed) = t*lzt* = h. 
Now eSe is IC abundant (see the paragraph following Lemma 1.6 of 
[6 3: and the second paragraph on p. 85 of 16)). -We now show that 
(E(eSe)) is regular. Let j,, jX E E(eSe). Then j, iz has an inverse Y in S, 
since (E(S)) is regular. Then exe E eSe, and is clearly an inverse for i, Ji2. 
Thus (E(eSe)) is regular. Moreover $= 4 1 eSe is a homomorphism, and 
c;=Y*h in eSe gives aP*b in S (Lemma 1.6 of ES]) and consequently 
aqW*bd in T, that is, a62’*bq$ in T. Similarly a.$*b in eSe gives a@*,i:~ 
in T, and so 6 is good. 
Now we may use Lemma 2.4. From eie E eSe, and (eiee)4 = h E E( T), we 
infer that gd = h ior some g E E(eSe). Now g < e, so since S is IC, there is 
an element be S such that ag= ba. Then (aq5)(gb)= (bqS)(aqJj, that is: the 
element ti = bq5 E T is such that th = ut. 
Thus by Lemma 2.3 T is IC, and hence concordant. 
3. CANCELLATIVE CATEGORIES 
We first list some notation and definitions which we shall use in the 
work that follows. 
If C is a category, we shall denote the set of morphisms (edges) of C by 
C itself, and the set of objects (vertices) of C by V(C). For 2~ k’(C), we 
denote the identity morphism corresponding to e by e itself, or by 1, if 
there is any ambiguity. For x E C, e., and f, denote the domain and 
codomain, respectively, of x. C(e, f) is the set of all morphisms with 
domain e and codomain i for e, f~ V(C). If 4: C -+ C’ is a category map 
(functor) we use 4 also for the edge map of 41 and V(d) for the vertex map. 
We say that qh is V-injectice, V-surjectice, or V-hijectke if V(b) has the 
corresponding property. 
DEFWTION. A cancellatit:e category C is a small category in which we 
have both right and left cancellation for morphisms. Note that any sub- 
category of a cancellative category will be cancellative, so that we map 
speak simpiy of subcategories of C rather than cancellative subcategories. 
DEFINTION. Let C be a cancellative category (with the domain of the 
partial binary operation on C denoted D,) and f a partial order on C. We 
say that (C, <) is an ordered cancellatice categor>: if the following axioms 
hold. (Here X: J, etc., denote arbitrary elements of C, and P, f of V(C).) 
(OCl) If s’dx, y’dl:, (x,J)? (x’:y’)~D~ then .Y’$<xJ. 
(OC2) If X<J~ then e,<e,.. J;-<f, (i.e,, izr< I,;, I,< l,?.). 
(OC3) (i) If 1, < 1, then there exists a unique element N / e (called 
the restriction of x to e) in C such that .Y ( e ,< x and e:.,! ci = e. 
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(ii) If l,< 1, then there exists a unique element fl x (called the 
co-restriction of x to f ) in C such that f 1 x d s and fcf! IJ = J 
We note that these axioms are self-dual, and that any ordered groupoid, 
in the sense of [17], Definition 3.1, when considered as a cancellative 
category, is an ordered cancellative category. 
We denote by fL!% the category whose objects are ordered cancellative 
categories, and whose morphisms are order-preserving functors. We say 
that a morphism q5 in G% is a V-isomorphism if V(d) is an order 
isomorphism. A subcategory C’ of a cancellative category C is an ordered 
subcategoty if Vx’ E C’, eE V(C’) with e< e,., we have x’ 1 eE C’, and 
V’E V(C’) with f <f,,, we have fl X’E C’. Note that C’ is a sub-object of 
C in 09. 
The following proposition is exactly the same as Nambooripad’s 
Proposition 3.1 [ 171 for ordered groupoids. 
FROPOSITIOY 3.1. Let C be an ordered cancellative category. Then 
(1) For ?cEC: e<e,, f<fyfr: we have f=fcx8e, if and only if 
e=ec.f! Xj, and then x 1 e= f 1 x. 
(2) For x, JE C such that (x, y) E D,., and ede,, xy 1 e = 
t-x I e1t.v I fcxl .,I. 
ProoJ: (1) Suppose that f = fcx, ej. Then since x 1 e d x, by uniqueness 
in (OC3)(ii), x ) e= f 1 x, and e=e(,, e,=e(f,,,. The converse is similar. 
(2 j (x, y) E D, if and only if fX = e,.. Since x 1 e < x, we have 
J: ,rl,ej<fX=e,.. Thus there exists Y I fcxIej in C. Also e,,.,fir,,,,=fcX,e,, so 
that (X I e, y I fcr / .,) E D,. Put z equal to the product of (x 1 e) and 
Y If&,. Then by (OCl), z < XJ. Also e(, , +z = z = e,z. Hence e(, , e) = e,; 
i.e., e, = e. Thus by uniqueness in (OC3)(i), z = XJ I e. 
In what follows: S is a concordant semigroup with regular biordered set 
of idempotents E. We shall now construct an ordered cancellative category 
corresponding to S. 
SetC(S)=((e,x,f):fEL,* n E, e E R!J n E}. We define a partial binary 
operation on C(S) by 
(e: 4 f )k, Yv h) = 
(e, XL’, h) iff=g 
undefined otherwise. (1) 
LEMMA 3.2. This operation is a partial binary operation on C(S) under 
which C(S) forms a cancellative category. (The triples (e, x, f ) are the 
nzorphisms of this category. The vertex set can be identljiied with E.) 
ProoJ: When the operation is defined, we have (e: X, f )(i y, h) = 
(e: XJ, h). Since yW*fz and BY’* is a left congruence, x~&*xJ: Since xY*f, 
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xf=x, and so we have xy%‘*x.A’*e. Thus e E R-z,. n E. Similarly xB*J 
y?Pf? and 8” is a right congruence, giving xi9’*L~ = yY*h, and so 
h E L:J n E. Thus (e, x~;, h) E C(S). 
Now suppose that (e, x5 f)(f, ,v, gj = (h, z, f)(f, ~3, g); that is: 
(e, XJ, g) = (h; ZJ, g). Then e = 11 and xy = zy. Since ~.%*f, we have xy = ZJ’ 
implies xf= z$ But zY*fZ*x, so that xf = x, zf = z. Thus x = z and 
(e, x, f j = (A, z, f ). So we have right canceliation. The proof for ier^t 
cancellation is similar. 
Since S is IC, for any triple (e, x: f ) we have a connecting isomorphism 
2: co(e) --) W( f ) satisfying ax = x(aa) for all a E m(e), which we call the con- 
necting isomorphism for (the triple) (e, x: f ). Clearly ex = f$ and it easy to 
see that z must be unique. For if 2’: w(e) -+ w( f ) were also a bijection such 
that ax = +$a~‘), for all a E m(e), then x(aa) = ax = x(aa’) for all a E m(e), 
and since xY*f. this implies f(m) = f (aa’) for all a E w(e). But since 
a~, ur’ E a( f ). this just says that ur = UX’ for all a E o(e), and so 3’ = z. 
LEM%fA 3.3. (1) Let (e, x: f ), ( fz y, h) E C(s), hucing connecting 
isomorphisms 3: and ^;‘, respectkely. Then the connecting isomorphism ,for 
(e. ,q., h) is Y;. 
(Zj Let (e, x, f j, (g, y, h) E C(S), with connecting isomorphismc x and 
,!J respecficelv, und suppose that ewg. Then e E o(g), which is the domuin of 
,G. If f = e/I> and .x = ey, then fah and a = p 1 w(e). 
Proof: (1) Clearly x;.! does map o(e) to w(hj, and it is an 
isomorphism since both ;( and : are. For a E o(e), a(xq;) = (a.~)~ = 
X(UX)J= q((ur)y) = xy(uay). Thus z,, satisfies the conditions for the 
connecting isomorphism of (e, XJ, h). 
(2) Let (e,x,f), (g,r;h) be such that eag: f=ep and x=ey. 
Firstly, it is clear that (o(e))pCw( f ), since if aoe, then upoep = J: Now 
fish, since .f = efi E im /3 = w(h). 
Set 6 = fi j o(e), so that 6: m(e) -+ w( f ), and 6 is one-to-one, Let 
b E w( f ). Since fwh, we have b E o(h j, and so b = c/I for some c E w(g). But 
then c = bflp’wffipJ = e, so that c E a)(e) and c6 = 6. Thus 6 is onto. Let 
G E m(e). Then ax = ue?; = a~, so that ax = UJ; =J(@) = I and so since 
eo = a, ax = e(ax) = eJ(u6) = x(u6). Thus 6 satisfies the conditions for the 
connecting isomorphism of (e: x, f ), and so by uniqueness, 6 = ti. That is, 
z=jlI a(e). 
LEMMA 3.4. Let (e, x, f ):. (g, 4:: h) E C(s), with connecting isomorphtims 
x and fi, respe&cely. We define 
(e,x, f )<(g,y, h)-ewg, x=e? and f = efl. caj 
Then f is a partial order on C(S). 
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ProoJ: It is easy to see that < is reflexive. 
Suppose that (e, -‘c: f) < (g, y, h) < (e, x, f ). Then ectigoe and fZ~?of so 
that e = g and f = h. Also x = ey =gy = g. So < is antisymmetric. 
Now suppose that (e, x,f) < (g,y, h)< (k, z, 1): and let y be the con- 
necting isomorphism for (k, z, I). Since emgwk, we have eok, and x = ey = 
e(gz) = (eg)z= ez since emg. By Lemma 3.3(2), /I 1 w(e) = (3’ / w(g)) 1 w(e), 
so f = e/I = P;. Thus < is transitive, and is a partial order. 
LEMMA 3.5. (C(S), 6) satisfies (ocl j. 
ProojY Let (e, X, f ), (e’, x’, f ’ j, (g, y, k), (g’, J’, h’) E C(S), with con- 
necting isomorphisms SI, a’, p, /Y> respectively. Suppose that (e, x, f ) 6 
(g, y, A) and (e’, x?, f’) d (g’, y’, h’j, and that the products 
(e, x,J’)(e’, x’,f’) and (g,y: h)(g’, J’, h’) exist in C(S). Then e’=A g’=h, 
and the products are (e, xx’, f’) and (g, JY’, h’). We already have emg. 
Since x= ey and x’= e’~:‘=fi!‘, xx’ = eJfy’. But ,Ilf= v(e/?) = eq’. Thus 
XX’ = e(y$). By Lemma 3.3(l), the connecting isomorphisms for 
(e, xx’, f’) and (g, ~JI’, h’) are SIX’ and p/I’, respectively. Now f’ = e’p’ = 
fp’ = e/?/I’. Thus (e: xx’, .f’) < (g, &, h’) and (OCl) is satisfied. 
LEMMA 3.6. (C(S), <) satisfies (OC2). 
Proof Suppose that (e, x:f) < (g, y, h). We need to show that 
(e, e, e) < (g, g. g) and (f, J; f ) d (11: h: h). This is clearly true, since ecog 
and folz, and the connecting isomorphism for a triple of the form (e, e: e) is 
easily seen to be the identity. 
LEhfrbfA 3.7. (C(S), <) satisjies (OC3)(i) and (ii). 
ProoJ: (i) Denote by a the triple (g,y, h) with connecting 
isomorphism /I. Then 1 e 6 1 e, if and only if eog. Set a 1 e = (i, p, j). We need 
this to satisfy a ( e < a and ecale) = e. The second of these conditions tells us 
that i = e. The first gives us p = ey and j= e/I. Thus 
ale=(e,ey,ej3) (3) 
and is clearly unique. 
Now we must check that a 1 eE C(S), that is, that e.%‘*eJ;Y*e/?. Certainly 
e(eJ:) = ey. Now suppose that reJ = sey. Then since g99**y, reg = seg; that is, 
re = se. Thus e(eJl) = ey and rey = sey implies re = se, and so e.%*eq’. 
Since eE w(g), we have eJ> =u(ep). Thus ey(e/I) = eJ. Suppose that 
eyr = eys; that is, y(efi)r =y(e,!l)s. S ince hY*~l, this implies h(e/?)r = h(eB)s. 
that is, (eB)r = (epjs, since eB E im B = o(h). Thus eJ9*e/3. 
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(ii) Let CI be as before. Now 1,~ 1, if and only if f&?. By the same 
sort of reasoning as before we get 
f: a=(fD-‘: (.f~-‘)~,.f)=(.f~-‘:J~.f! 
and again we have uniqueness. 
(4) 
We now check that fb-‘W*(ffi-‘)yU*f, so that f! ci~C(Sj. First, 
(,~~~‘)(fp~!j~=(~~~‘)~. Suppose that I.(~,V’~J=S(~~!F~~E.. Now 
gR*J, so we have r(,ffipl)g=s(fppljgT that is, ~.(j~-‘j=s(fjYj~~), since 
fp-‘sco(,o). Thus J&-‘.%*fB-‘:.~. Now we show (ffl-‘j.r=~:@*J 
Certainly (yf jf = I$ Suppose that ~fi =~fi. Since yY*h, this gives 
/~+=!rj$ that is, fr=Ji. So (~~-‘)J=J~~*J~: 
Thus, giv-en a concordant semigroup S we can construct a corresponding 
ordered canceliative category C(S). 
We now need some more definitions, but first we recall the notion of an 
E-square in Chap. 2 of [ 171. An E-square is a 2 x 2 array (‘, fj where 
e. J g, k E E, a biordered set, and e2ji g.%‘/r, eYg, f-2h. An E-square is said 
to be singular if it has one of the following two forms: 
(i j (& 2,) where g. h E w’(e) and g9?/&rot+singz&zar; 
(ii) (5 fz) where g, 15 E or(e) and g~tz-coiicmn-.si~g~~l~~. 
I)EFINTIO,V. Let (C, <) be an ordered cancellative category with 
V(C) = E a regular biordered set such that cci coincides with < on E. Sup- 
pose also that for e, f~ E satisfying e%'f or eTf, there is a distinguished. 
edge [e,f]< ([e, f] if no confusion is likely) from e to ,< such that 
[e, e] = 1,: and if e3?J%‘g or eP'fYg, then [e, S] [jY g] = [e: g] and such 
that if [g, h] exists (i.e., g3’iz or gyph) and ewg: f=heh (that is, f =he if 
gY/r; f = eir if gWh! then [e, f ] exists (in fact g.&‘h impiies e.2?$ gYh 
implies e2'f j and [e, .f] < [g, h]. Then (C. <) is an indmtice cance8atiu-o 
ca.tegor>. if the following conditions (and their duals) hold: 
(IClj Let XEC, and for i=l,2. let e,,acsE such that e;<e, and 
fi=f,, p:I. ‘Ifeio’ez then fiw'f2 and [e,, e,e,](xi~le,)=(.ule,)T~~,.:I,,~~I; 
(IC2 j If (; {) is a singular E-square, then [t;? f ] [.( !I = [E, g] [g, hj. 
Let C and C’ be inductive cancellative categories with regular biordered 
sets E and E’, and 4: C + C’ be an order-preserving functor. Then 4 is 
in&rice if P’(d): E -+ E’ is a regular bimorphism and 
iCe,flc= EdW7 cW%~ for e.2”f or eP’5 e: jf~ E. (5) 
An inductive cancellative category C’ is an ivlductive subcategory of aIi 
inductive cancellative category C if C’ is an ordered subcategory of C such 
that the inclusion C’ G C is inductive. 
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It is easy to see that inductive cancellative categories and inductive 
functors together form a subcategory 4%% of GV. Also the maps 
C -+ V(C), 4 -+ V(4) define a functor from .a%% to .9iS, which we again 
denote by V. 
We now show that for ordered groupoids, our definition of inductive 
coincides with that of Nambooripad. 
Let (G, <) be an ordered groupoid which is inductive in our sense. Then 
V(G) is a regular biordered set, which we call E, and we may construct 
9(E), the groupoid of E-chains of E, as on pp. 35-37 of [17]. We define 
co: 9(E) -+ G by: 
V(eG) = id E; EG(C(%, e,, ...? e,))=Ce,,e,lCe,,ezl...Ce,,-l,e,,l. 
It is easy to see from the construction of 9(E) and the properties satisfied 
by [e,f] that this is well delined,.and that if (e,f)< (g, h) in B(E), then 
[e, f] < [g, h] in G. Hence using (OCl), we see that aG is order-preser- 
ving, and hence is clearly a V-isomorphism, as required. Moreover, with sG 
thus defined, our axioms (ICl) and (IC2) coincide with Nambooripad’s 
axioms (IGl) and (IG2), and hence G is inductive in Nambooripad’s sense. 
Conversely, if (G, .sG) satisfies Nambooripad’s Definition 3.2 (p. 40 of 
[17]), then setting [e,f] =~~(e,f), and identifying V(G) with E as he 
does, it is straightforward to check that G is inductive as a cancellative 
category. 
The following result follows easily from the above definitions: 
hOPOSITI0~ 3.8. Let C be an inductke cancellatice category. with 
biordered set E. Then 
(1) If C’ is an inductitle cancellatice categor?’ which is an ordered 
subcategory of C, then C’ is an inductice subcategory of C if and only if 
[e, f Ic, = [e, f Ic for all e, f E E’ such that eBf or e9’jY 
(2) Let C’ be an ordered subcategory of C. Then C’ is an inductice 
subcategory of C if and only if [e, f ] c E C’ for all e, f E E such that e2f or 
eYjI 
ProoJ C’ is an inductive subcategory of C if and only if i: C 4 C’ is 
inductive. The latter is equivalent to i[e, f Icr = [i(e), i( f )Ic which holds 
if and only if [e, f Ice= [e, f Ic. 
(2)(a) If C’ is an inductive subcategory of C, then for e, f E E’ such 
that e%?f or eY$ we have [e, f Ic = [e, f Ic, by (I), and hence 
IIe,f lCEC’. 
(e) For e, f~ E’ such that e.%f or e?Z’f, we have [e, f Icy C’. Thus 
we may set [e, f Ic, = [e, f Ic, and it is straightforward to check that C’ 
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is then an inductive cancellative category, and hence by (1 j an inductive 
subcategory of C. 
We now return to C(S): the ordered cancellative category corresponding 
to a concordant semigroup S, and show that it is also in fact inductive: 
LEMMA 3.9. C(S) is an inductice cancellative category. 
Proof: Since V(C(S)) = E, the set of idempotents of 5‘, it is a regular 
biordered set by Theorem 1.2(a4), and we know that ti coincides with 
< on E. 
Let e, .f E E be such that e2f or eP’$ We define 
Ce,f lccsi=(e,~#i:f,4) 
Thus 
if e9J 
if e.%f 
and so clearly [e, f ] belongs to C(Si. 
If eW%, then Ce, f ICf, 81 = (e, A f )(A g, g) = (e, fg, g) = (e, g: g) = 
[e, g]. Dually if ePf2’g then [e, f ][f, g] = [e, g]. Moreover, [e, e] = 
(e: e, e) = 1,. 
Suppose that g.Bh, eog and f = eh. Then [e, f ] = (e, eh, eh) < (g- h, h) = 
[g, h] since emg, eh = e .h and f = e/I, where /I is the connecting 
isomorphism for (g, h, h). (To see this last, recall that for all a~c$g!, 
ah = /~(a/?). In particular, f = eh = h(e/?) = e/L) 
We now intend to show that ([Cl) and (IC2) are satisfied. 
(ICl): Let (e: x, f )E C(S), with connecting isomorphism & and 
eiEMeL .fr=f~e.I,,-j;eiT i= 1, 2. Recall that (e, x, f j 1 ei= (e,, eix, eiBj. 
Thus fi=ejP, i= 1,2. Then e,o’e, implies that Ji = e!fiw’e,b = fiz 
and (e,, eIe2, e,e,)(e,e,, e,e?x, (eie*)b) = (e,, ele2.x, (eTez)/?j. Also 
ie,, cl-y, eIBl(eIP, (e,edP, (eIe2)/3) = (e,, eI.4ieIe2)8X !e,edB). Since 
e,ezEw(e): we have x((e,e,)P)=e,e,x. Thus e,X((e;e2)8)=ei(e,ezj.~= 
eiezs. Thus (ICl) is satisfied. (ICl)* is proved dually. 
(IC2): Singular E-squares are of the form 
iaj where or 
(b) where 
‘g, h E or(e) 
i g.Yh. 
For (a), we have [g, h][h, eh] = (g, h, h)(h: h, eh) = (g, h, ehj and 
[g, eg][eg, eh] = (g, g, eg)(eg, eh, eh) = (g, geh, eh) = (g, h, eh) since gm’e 
and gA’h. Thus [g, h][h, eh] = [g, eg][eg, eh]. The proof for (b) is similar. 
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Thus we have defined a functor C: g.9 + .Y@k? on objects. We now 
define C on morphisms. 
Let S, T belong to ?ZY, and I$: S + T be a morphism in %.9’, that is: a 
good semigroup homomorphism. We deline C(d) by 
V(C(#j) = E(4) 
CC&He, x7 f I= (4, -4, ftij, for all (e: x, f ) E C(S). 
(7) 
(Recall from Theorem 1.2(b) that E(#) is defined to be 4 lE.) Note that 
since 4 is good, eqM?*xq52’*f$5 in T, and so (ed, .x4, fd) E C(T). 
LEMMA 3.10. Zf (e, x,f) 6 (g, 1:: h) in C(S), then (e& xq5,fd) d 
isb, ~4: Wj in C(T). 
Proof We have cog, x = ey, and f = e/I, where /I is the connecting 
isomorphism for (g,J, hj. Then eq5ogd and x= (ed)(yd) as q4 is a 
semigroup homomorphism. Let ;I be the connecting isomorphism for 
W, ~4, Ml. Th en x4 = (edj(,3) = (yq5)((eq5);:) since ed E w(gq5). 
But also 
x = ey = y(ep) as e E U(g) 
SO that ~4 = (Jf j4 = (t.$)(fq5). S o we have (J~)((ed)~j=(~~)(f~). Then 
since yqW*h& we have (h4)((ed)y) = (hd)(fd), that is, (eq4)y =fqJ, since 
(4h f4 E o(h~j. Thus (4, ~0, f#j 6 ig4: ~9: h~j. 
Thus C(d) is order-preserving. For C(d) to be inductive, we need 
C(4)(Ce,flS)= [C(d)(e), C($Mf)lT= C4f41r. That is, we need 
C(d)(e, ei f j = (eq4, eq4fq5, fd). But this is clear from the definition of C(d). 
It is also clear that if q5: 0 are both morphisms in %‘Y, then 
C(#‘) = C(d) C(4’). Thus we now have: 
THEOREM 3.11. (i) Let S be a concordant semigroup. Then there exists 
an inductice cancellative category C(S) with V(C(S)) = E(S), whose 
morphisms are triples (e, x, f j with x E S, ez f E E(Sj, and e.%!*xZ*j: and in 
which composition and partial order are defined by ( 1 j and (2 j, respectit;elll, 
and Ce,f 1 by (6). 
(ii) If 4: S + T is a good homomorphism of concordant semigroups, 
then C(d) defmed b}: (7) is an inductive functor of C(S) into C(T) with 
ViC(+)) = E(4). 
(iii) C &fined on objects as in (i), and on morphisms as in (ii), is a 
functor of the category W.Y of concordant semigroups to the category AM 
of inductice cancellatice categories. 
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We now return to look at inductive cancellative categories in generai. 
Let C be an inductive cancellative category, with regular biordered set E. If 
x E C, h E o’(e,): we define 
h l x = [h, he,](x 1 he,). (8) 
We note that if h E co(e,), then h l x = x 1 11. Dually, for k E &( f,) we define 
.I-. k= (f,k ) x)[fyk, k]. (se) 
X0 te. Nambooripad uses h * x instead of h 8 x. We make this change in 
order to avoid confusion with the *‘s which arise in working with abundant 
semigroups. 
Before we proceed with the next result, it will be useful to add a 
corollary to Nambooripad’s Proposition 2.14. 
PROPOS~TIOX 3.12 (Proposition 2.14 of [17]). Le: 19: E-+ E’ be a 
regular bitnorphism. Then E6 is a biordered subset qf E’ and satisfies t.he 
fo’oiloning condition: 
(KM3 1) For all e, f~ E, 8 is an order-preseming map of M(e, f ) onto 
Al(eO: f0) = ,N'(eO, f9) n E3. 
In partieular 6 weakly reflects w’ and CO’. \ 
Concersely, if 8 is a bimorphism that satisfies (RM3 1) and the following, 
then % satisfies (RMl): 
(RM32) EB is a relatieely regular biordered subset of E’. 
We intend to show: 
COROLLARY. 0 also weakIJ reflects S! and 9. 
Note. We recall from pp. 24-25 of [17] that given quasi-ordered sets 
(X, p) and (Y, G), a mapping f: X + Y reflects the quasi-orders weakly if 
given y, y’ E Xf with J’OJ!, and x E X with XJ~= ~3, there exists x’ E X such 
that x'f =J’ and X’(TX. 
Proof of corollary. Suppose that e, f~ E8 and e%‘J and h E E such that 
h8 =J: Then since eo'f and hO =f, and 0 weakly reflects or, there exists 
g E E such that g6 = e and go’h. Then by (B21): gBgh, and (gk)fl = g6hf3 = 
ef =$ Thus we have g, gh E E such that gi3 = e, (gh)O =J< and gZg& so 8 
weakly reflects A’. Dually we can show that 8 weakly reflects Y. 
The following is a straightforward adaptation of Proposition 3.5 of [17]: 
PROPOSITIOX 3.13. L.et C, C’ be inductice canceIlutti?e categories with 
481/11811-15 
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regular biordered sets E, E’, and 4: C -+ C’ be an inductice finctor such that 
V(d) = 8. Then we hatle: 
(1) For XEC, hEo’(e,),kEu’(f,), 
(h . x) = h6’ . d(x); qS(x l k) = d(x) . ktl. 
(2) im 4 = C, is an inductioe subcategor~~ of C’. 
(3) Zf 4 is V-bijectice, then it is a V-isomorphism, and if 4 is a 
bijection, then it is an isomorphism. 
ProoJ (1) q+(h 9x) = qS[h, he,] c 4(.x ( he,), by (8). Since x 1 Ire, 6 x, 
and 4 is order-preserving, 4(x ( he,) < 4(s). Also eb,xlhe,J =(eix,,le,l)O = 
(he,)O. Thus 4(x ! he,x)=&x) 1 (he,)O=qS(x) ( htIe,0. Since 4 is inductive, 
$[h, he.,]== [he, hQe,Q].,. Hence 4(h*x)= [he, hOe,v&J,. (d(x) j hOe,e) = 
128 l b(x). The other half is proved similarly. 
(2) Suppose that x, y E C,, and the product xl! exists in C’. Choose u 
and t’ in C such that b(u) =x, d(o) =y, and let h E S(f,. e,). Then since 8 is 
regular, heESI(f,e,e,ej=S’(f,,e,.). 
Since xq’ exists in C’, f, = eY, so he = J;- = e,. Hence by (1 ), 
&u l /I) = d(u) l ktI= x l J; = x, and similarly d(h l u) =y. Thus 
xy=q3(u. h) qS(h l ~)=&(a l h)(h l t’)) E im 4 = C, and consequently C, is 
a subcategory of C’. 
Suppose that eEV(CI)=E,=E8, x=~(u)~C,, and e<ee,. By 
Proposition 3.12, for all f E E, 8 is an order-preserving map of w( .f ) onto 
o(fe) n E. Thus, since e E Et) n o(e,) = EO n o(e,8), there exists e, E o(e,) 
such that e,0 = e. Then x 1 e = d(u ( eo) belongs to Ci, and Ci is an ordered 
subcategory of C’. 
To show that C1 is an inductive subcategory, we need to show that for 
all e, f E E, such that e9i'f or e9’J [e, f Ic E Ct. (The result then follows 
by Proposition 3.8(2).) Let e, f~ E, = EO, such that e9f or eY$ Then by 
our corollary to Proposition 3.12, there exist g, k E E such that g0 = e, 
kf3 =f, and g&‘k or g9’k as appropriate. Thus [e, f ] c' = [go, kl?lc = 
d[g, k],? since 4 is inductive, and this belongs to C,. Thus C, is an induc- 
tive subcategory of C’. 
(3) If 4 is V-bijective, then V(d) is a bijective regular bimorphism, 
and so by Corollary 2.15 of [ 171 it is an isomorphism. 
If 4 is bijective, it is clearly an isomorphism of the cancellative categories. 
Moreover d(x) < d(y) implies that 4(x) = d(x) 1 e6(,) = d(y) 1 e&(,) by 
uniqueness in OC3(i), and this equals d(v) 1 e,B= b(y 1 e,) by (1). Since 4 
is bijective, this implies that x =)I 1 e, ~4: by OC3. Thus 4-l is order- 
preserving, and since 4 is order-preserving by definition, 4 is an order 
isomorphism. 
Since 4 is inductive, d[e,f]== [ee, fOlc.. Let g, /ZE C’ such that gWh 
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or gdPh. Since B is onto, by the corollary to Proposition 3.12 again, there 
exist e; f~ C such that e0 =g, ~9 = h, and e.%‘f or eZ$ Then #-‘[g: h],. = 
cj-‘[ee, f@lc. = $- ‘(tj[e,flc)= [e,flc= [go-‘, he-l],. Thus 4--! is 
also inductive, and 4 is an isomorphism of inductive cancellative categories. 
We recall from p. 24 of [ 17’1 that for e E E (a biordered set), w(e) is the 
(principal) m-ideal of E generated by e, and a biorder isomorphism 
x: o(e) -+ U( .f ) is called an o-isomorphism of E. On p. 44 of [If?] Nam- 
booripad defines T*(E) to be the set of all w-isomorphisms of E, where E 
is now a regular biordered set. T*(E) is a subgroupoid of the groupoid of 
all one-to-one partial transformations of E, and since every w-ideal has a 
unique generator, V(‘(T*(E)) can be identified with E. For x, BE T*(E) he 
defines 
r<p*e,coeg and *A = j3 j w(e,). (Qj 
where e, is the generator of the o-ideal dom a. Note that with 
UT*(E)) = E as above, err is the domain of x in T*(E). 
T*(E) is an ordered groupoid, and hence an ordered canceilative 
category, in which the restriction of s( to eEcu(e,) is the usual restriction of 
r to w(e). We now show that T*(E) is an inductive cancellative category. 
(Note that this also follows, in fact, from Nambooripad’s proof on p. 45 of 
[ 173 that T*(E) is inductive as an ordered groupoid, since we have 
demonstrated the equivalence of the two notions of “inductive” for 
cancellative categories.) First we recall 
~OPOSITrOs 3.14 (Corollary 2.8 of [17]). Let e, f~ E such that e.%f cr 
eYj1 For ali g c o(e), we define 
Then T(e, f ) is an isomorphism of the biordered subset o(e) onto o( f 1 such 
that if either e.BjS!g or eZfl;Pg then z(e, f ) z( J g) = r(e, g) and z(e, f ) = 
(~i”~ e))-‘. Further, if g, g’ E wr(e) and gyg’, then z(g. g’) z(g’, g’e) = 
Tk, se! Tie: fife). 
SO, fOi e, f E E such that either e.%?f or e9?L we define 
- $e, f ), which by the above result belongs to T*(E), and 
k%!e:*(t?e-requirement hat for e9?JIg or ed%J!Zg, [e, f ][f, g] = [e, g$ 
Also [e, e] = r(e, e) = l,,,, = 1,. 
Now suppose that [g, h] exists, say g.B’h, and cog, f - ek. Then it is easy 
to see that e9f, and [e, f ] = z(e, .f ) d z(g, h) = [g, h], since e:+-i-i = 
eog = er(g.hi and for k E w(e), 
,kr(g, h) = kh = (.ke)h = k(eh) (by Proposition 2.3 of [17]) 
=kf =kr(e:fj, 
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and thus r(g, h) 1 w(e) = s(e, f). So by (lo), 7(e, f) < r(g, h) as required. 
Dually this is true also if g$Ph. 
We now show that (ICI) is satisfied. Let XE T*(E), and for i= 1,2, let 
ei,fieE such that e,<ee, and fi=fclIe,,. That is, e,,e,Eo(e,), and 
fi=f&,(e,,, = e,,z. Then if e,o’e,, we have fi=e,zwrezz=f,, and for 
gEde,), 
=dx I 4el)) dfiTfifi). 
(ICl)* is proved dually, and (IC2) follows immediately from the last part 
of Proposition 3.14 above. 
The following result (and its proof) is an adaptation of Proposition 3.7 
of [17]: 
PROPOSITION 3.15. (1) Let C he an inductiae cancellatice category, 
V(C) = E, and for x E C define 
aC(S): o(e,) +cc)(fx): ek-+fe..r for all e E w(e,). (11) 
(Xote that as e E m(e,), we in fact haz;e e l x=x 1 e.) Then a=(x) E T*(E). 
Further, setting V(ac) = l,, we obtain a V-isomorphism ac: C-, T*(E) 
such that t(e, f ) = [e, f ] T*CE, = a J [e, f ] ,-). Thus ac is inductice. If C is a 
fir11 inductice subcategor)! of T*(E), then a c is the inclusion of C into 
T*(E), and so a T’(E) = 1 T*(E)’ 
(2) Let 4: C + C’ be a V-subjection in X$9+?, and T(C) =im ae, 
T(C’) = im a=,. Then T(d)(aJx)) = a&d(x)) defines a morphism 
T(b): T(C)+ T(C’). If 4, 4’ are V-surjections then T(&$‘) = T(b) T(b’) 
whenecer the composition &!I’ exists, and if+ is a V-isomorphism then T(d) is 
an injection. 
ProoJ: (1) Let eE(o(e,). Sincefe.I=fX,.<fX by (OC3) and (OCl), 
a&x) does map into w( f,). Define G,(x): o(f,) + m(e,): f M e, .,-. Again 
it is clear that d,(x) does map into o(e,). Also (ea,(x))dJx)= 
(fL-.,y)dC(x)= (f,,,) ~C(-~)=ex.fi~,Ci 
8,(x) = (a.&))-‘, 
= “h+b = e by Proposition 3.1. Thus 
and a-&x) is a bijection. 
Let e,: el ~w(e,). We need to show that a,-(x) is a bimorphism. By 
(ICl), sincefi=eia.e(e,), ae(xj preserves CL)~, and also [e,, e,e2](x j e,e2j 
=~;-!,rl)jfi;fl~$ so that fCrlele2)=fif2= (elac(x))(ez4y)). 
(xlele;J e,ez .x = (e,e,) a,(x), this shows that cze(x) is a 
bimorphism. Similarly, so is G,(x)= (a&x)))‘, and thus at(x) is an 
isomorphism; that is, a&x) belongs to T*(E). 
Setting V(ac) = l,, we have a=: C + T*(E). Suppose that x, y E C and 
that xx is defined in C. Then fx=e,., and e.rv=eX. If eEo(e.) then 
e4Ax~:) =fe .x.v =fyJ;c. 
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By Proposition 3.1, .q: ( e = (x 1 e)(v 1 eaJ,x)); that is, e = x~ = 
(e l x)(ea&x) l y). Thus fe.XJ.=fenC,rI .,.I that is, eac(zc,v) =JfeaC(x) ~i.= 
(ea.(x)) a&v). So a =: C -+ T*(E) preserves composition. 
If I is an identity, so that e,=JY, then e*zc(x) =J’, ..~=~f~.~!,,=e,,i,)=e.. 
so that a.(x) is the identity map on I, and nc preserves identities. In 
fact it is one-to-one on identities, and thus a=(x) is a V-bijective functor: 
that is, a category-map. 
Suppose that e, e’ E a(e,) and ewe’. By (OC3 j- (x I e) ( e’ = .Y ! e’ and so 
e’ l (e l x) = et l x. Then e’(a&e l x)) = e’s,(x), so cc(e l x) = 
aC(.x) j o>(e), and ac is order-preserving, and hence a V-isomorphism. 
Now n,([e,flc):w(e)-tw(f). Let gEo(e). Then ga=(je,f])= 
j.gz *[e.fj =f[r.J.,,g. f Now [g,fgf] < [e,f] and the domain of [g,fgf] isg. 
so by (OC3), [e,f] 1 g= [g,fgf]. Thus 
ETaACe, fl) =fCs.,k.f.l = fgf = {;I if ‘%f.\ =gr(e, f). if eYj J 
So n C( [Ie, f 1 C) = T(e, f I= Ce, f 1 T*,E). 
If C is a full subcategory of T*(E), then for all e ~w(e,)(r E Ci, 
e~a=r!e=2)o(e),andf,..= o(ea) = ey. (remembering that V( T*(Ef:! 
is identified with E). Thus ea,-(2) = fe. I = er, so that G,-(X) = 2. 
(2) T(C) = im a,c is an inductive subcategory of T*(E) by part (2) of 
Proposition 3.13. Let V(C), E’= V(C’), and @= V(4). 
Suppose that n cfx) = a ,(,I*). Then e, = e, , f, = &, and for all P E w(e,): 
Ed,. = en&). Now a,,(q4(x)): w(edi,!) -+ w(f&)). and e,+! = e;6, 
,f&) =j’i_e. Since 8 is surjective, w(e,0) = (cti(e,,))$. So let e0 E w(e,6), that 
is, eECc)(e,j. Then (ee),..(~(X))=fe8.~(5,=f~(r.I) by Proposition 3.13. 
So (et)) ac.(&x)) = fd,e..yj = (J’,,,jO = (ea&x))O = (ea.(y))@ = 
(f,.,3= f6,e.d = fe8 .s,,.,= (.e6) ac.(&(v)). Thus T($) is well defined. It 
is easy to see that T(b) is an order-preserving fun&or, and V( r(#)) = 6 
which is a regular bimorphism since q5 is inductive. No% 
T(d)LTcf Irrc,= T(q+)(n,,[e: f ]=) since ac is inductive 
= acd91e, f ICI 
= aC [et?, fQ]= since ~5 is inductive 
= CT(d(e)), T(c4f1)lTcc.!- 
Thus Z-(d) is inductive. 
Let 4: C --+ C’, 4’: C’ --+ C” be V-surjections in 9W such that ~44’ 
exists, and XEC. Then T(~~‘)(~.,(x))=ac.,(~~‘(.v))=~~.,(~’(~(~)~= 
nc-(a= (d(s)) = T(&)(T(qb)(a&x)). so T(q@‘) = 7-((b) T(@j. 
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Lastly suppose that q5 is a V-isomorphism. If a&,~), a=(~) E T(C) are 
such that T(qb)(ac(xj) = T(d)(a&)), that is, a&&x)) = aJ&y)), then 
e,B = e,6’ and .f,e =f,.0. But 8 is injective: so e, = e,, f, = f,. Let e E o(e,). 
Then T(d)(a,(e l x)) = a,,(d(e l x)) = e0 l n&&x)) by Proposition 3.13. 
So e0 l a&q&x)) = a,,(ti(e l yj) = T(d)(a,(e l y)). As before, this implies 
that Je .X =f, . .,,, and so we have ea,(.X) = f, .X = f, . L‘ = ea&y), so that 
a&x) = a&), and T(q5) is injective. 
4. THE STRUCTURE OF CONCORDANT SEMIGROUPS 
Throughout this section C denotes an inductive cancellative category 
with regular biordered set E, and *z= denotes the morphism of C into 
T*(E) defined by (11). 
The following series of eight lemmas are the same as Lemmas 4.14.8 of 
[17], with adapted (and expanded) proofs. 
We first make an observation which will be useful in these proofs: Let 
hoff,. Then e,. hoe,. This is true because e x.h=e.~fxhIxpes by (OC2), 
since j;k ) x 6 x by (OC3). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let x E C, h, kE E. If hm’e,, koff,, and f,, .I = f,k: then 
(h*x)*k=h.(x*k). 
Prooj: 
fhJ=fhe.px (since h l x = [h: he,](x 1 he,) and he, l x=x 1 he,) 
= (he,) 4x1 
= f,k (given) 
and e x. k = e,. fxk =fyk(aC(x))-l = he,. Thus e,. k = he,Bh, and fh. x = 
f,kYk, and so (h . x) l k and h l (x l k) are defined. 
Now 
(h l xl l k = (f/z. ,k I h l x)Cfh .A, kl = (fxk I 1~ l -~)Cfxk kl 
=(h*x)[f,k,k] sincef,k=f,., 
= Ck he,l(x I WCf,k kl. 
Similarly 
h l (x l k) = [h, he,](x l k I he,) since Y, . k = he,&‘h 
= [h, he,](x l k) 
= Ck he,l(f,k I -~)Cfxk kl. 
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Now fXk ) xdx, x ( he,<x, and e,,i,,.,=he,= e, .k=eifIrkl.Yj, so by 
(OC3), x 1 he,= fyk 1 x. So (h l x) l k= h’* (x l k). 
LEMMA 4.2. Let x E G, g, h E E. If gwl’hmres, ge,mhe,, the?: 
g l (h l x) = g l x. (Note that gexwrheX follows from gcOmreX by (B21), so 
we are just assuming in addition that geXwihe,. 
Proof: e,, . x = h, so g l (h l x) is defined. Now g l (h 0 x)= 
[Is, &IV l -x igh) and 
(h l x I gh) = ([h, he,](x 1 he,)) I gh 
= [A, he,] / gh((x j he,) ) J;hzhc,ligh) by Proposition 3.1 
= Ck kl I g4x I kj where k=fLh.he,jlgiz =fzh . w~.J. 
So g . (h l X) = [g: gh]( [h, he,] j gh)(x I k). 
Now [gh, (gh)(he,)] < [h, hex] since ghoh and IzA’he,, so 
Lh, he,1 ! gh = Cgk (g~)(k)l by (OC3). 
Then 
k = (gh)(he,) = g(h(he,)) by Proposition 2.3 of [ 171 
= g(he,) since he,&?h 
= ke,W,) by (B31 J 
=gex. 
SO 
g l (h l -xl = Cg, ghlCgk ge,lb- I ,oe,j 
= [g, ge,](x 1 ge,) since g.@gh%‘ge, 
= g l x. 
Now let x, y E C and h E S( f,, e?). We define 
(xcy),, = (x . h)(h l y). (12j 
LEMMA 4.3. If X,JE C, hES(f,, eL.), gEw’(JXjno’(h), ko’e,,, and 
fk.x-fxg, thenk* (xcy)h=(k*x-g)(g-y). 
Proof. Set hI = e,. h. Since h, = e,. h = ecxsJ.,h, 
k. (x~t.)~= [k: kh,]((x~y),z I kh,) 
= Ckkh,lb l hlkh,)(h 0 I'Ifc, .ll,ki2,,) by Proposition 3.1. (i) 
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Since we are given ko’h,, we have kh,oh, = e(,.,.,,, so x . h 1 kh, = 
kh, l (x l h). Set g, =fcx. /, Ikh,) =f,kh, . (x. k)). (ii) 
Then g, o$~. h by the dual of our observation preceding Lemma 4.1 
= eh . ~ = h, so 
k . (~0)‘)~ = [k, kh,](kh, . (x . h))(g, . (h . y)). 
Now g1=fk,q.(r.w= (kh,) a=(.~ l h). By Proposition 3.15, ac is a 
morphism of C into T*(E) whose vertex map is the identity, so by 
Proposition 3.13, ac(x l h) = a.(x) l h. Now a&x) l h = (f,h I at(x)) 
IIfA hl T*(E) = (f,lz 1 a=(x)) z( f,h, h). Thus g, = (kh,) L+-(X) r(f;h, h). 
But k/z, = (ke,)h, by (B31), (iii) 
so g, = i(k) 4~) h14-y!) df,k h). 
Now &,I .a&) =fke,.r =fk.,=Lg (gi=n) and h,aC(X)=fh,."= 
fx . jYh =frh. (The second equality follows because 
h, l x=(e,.,) l x=x 1 exsh by the observation preceding Lemma 4.1 
zz x ) e (.f,hlx) 
= J;; h ) x by Proposition 3.1 
=X’. .fxh.) 
Thus (kp.~)~ac(x)h,a.(.x)=(f~g)(f,h)=f,(gh) by (B32)* (iv) 
SO 
g,=(fx(gh))Ck h) 
= h( fJ g/z)) since J; hYh 
=h(ghj by (B31)* 
= gh. 
so 
g, = ft,e, . ,.x . h)) = gh. 
Now ftr.hj.g,=g, and also gl=kh,aa(x* h)Eco(fXah); that is, 
g,wf,.h: so (x . h) . g, =g, 1 x . hax . h. But kh, . (x . h)= 
(.x l 11) 1 kh,ox l h also. Thus by (OC3), (x l h) l g, = k-h, l (x l h). (v) 
Now we want to use Lemmas 4.2 and 4.2*. We have g,oko’e,. and 
g,o/zoyX. We have g,e,. = (g/z) e, =g(he,) by Proposition 2.3 of [ 171 so 
g,e, =g(he,j coke,. by (B21 j since gw’h9he,. Also f,g, =JJgh) = 
(LgKfxh) by u332)* 
ttifrh by (B21) sinceJXgcorJ,lz by (B22)*. 
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So the conditions are satisfied, and we obtain 
g, l (h l y) =g, l J:; (,x l I?) l gl =x l g;. (vi :; 
So k * (.~=yj/~ = [k, kh,](x l gl)(gl l J) from (i), (ii), (v), and (vi). 
Since .fk,,, . .x = k/z 1 at(x) =fXg, from (iii) and (ivj? and ,ipkr, ~ .~ = 
fk . -( = fr g2 where kh 1 l x = x ( kh I d x and ke, * I = x \ ke,X < x: we ha\-e 
x 1 khi =frgi 1 x, x 1 ke,=J;g 1 x by (OC3). 
Now kdh, core.r. so that kh,, ke, E ~(e,~), and kh! .%?kWke;.. So we have 
LSl =L id,,: Lg=.f&. and kh, Wke,. By axiom (IC 1 ), we now get 
[k: kh,](x . gI )=[k,ke.lCke,,kh,l(j^,,oi ; ~~iC.f-,~i,g:l 
= [k: ke,][ke,, kh,](x 1 khi)[fyg,. gi] 
= [k, ke,l(x i ke,)[f,gl,fxg,!iJC,g,. g:l. 
1s row-singular 
g,;~u;-,sgy; ;20$()l;2j 
because g, = ghWg, and gc.&. 
x , 7 
kg,lCg,>f,gtl= cg:fxglF_fY~,L~~l 
and hence 
C.f,g:8lCg,g,l= Cf,s,fra,lrL-gl~g,l. 
SO 
NOW gwrhorel., and ge,.o’he,, since gE ,W(-fX,, e,), !TE S(Jy: e,i, and so 
by Lemma 4.2 g l (h l J-) = g l y. 
But 
Cg- gllkI l Y) = Cg, gklk, l (12 l 4:!! from (vi) 
= [Ig, ghl(h l J) ghj as g,=ghwh=e,.i 
=g*(h*y)=g.?‘. 
Thus 
k l (-u”J!)~= [k, kh,](x l g,)(g, l y) 
= Ck ke,lb l g)[g, gil(g, * J;) 
= (k l x 0 g)(g l y) from (8). 
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LEMMA 4.4. Let x, y, z E C, h, E S(fY, el.) and h, E S(f,., e,). Write 
4 =fh,.&., K=e,..,2. Then there exist h E S( f,, hi), h’ E S(h;, eZ) such that 
((XOJ:)h,^Z)h~=(X~(y~Z)&. 
Proof. We have h; =f,,, . y =fh,4,.J.=(kley)aC(4!). Similarly 
14 = e,. . ,,; = e, . jih2 =(f,.hz)(a,(y))-l. Then by Corollary 2.13 of [17], 
there exist hES(hI,h;)ES(fx,h;) and h’ES(h;,h2)CS(h;,eZ) such that 
(he,) “&I) = f4.h’; that is, f,, . y =f,.h’. 
Since h’ E o’( fY) n oY(hJ (because h’o’h; = (h, e,)&=.(y) E w( f,.)) and 
h~re.v ,,? = 4, fh . >. = f,h’: h, E S(f)., ez), Lemma 4.3 gives k l (4: 2 z)~~ =
(h l y l h’)(h’ . z). Thus 
(x 2 (y ‘3 z)& = (x . h)(h . (J c z),,) = (x . h)(h . y . h’)(h’ . z). 
Dually ((x ~y)~~ s z)~. = (x l h)(h l y l h’)(h’ l z), and the result holds. 
On C, we define p = p(C) by 
-vy 0 e, We, T f, 21, and dfx, &I = Ce,, eyl ~7. (13) 
(Since e,9?e,., fxYfy, the last equality is equivalent to x l f, = e, l y.) 
LEMMA 4.5. p is an equit:alence relation on C such that if x, y E C(e, f ) 
and xpy then x = y. In particular no t\vo identities of C are p-equivalent. 
Pro&f. p is clearly reflexive. 
Moreover, R and 9 are symmetric and x[ fx,fu] = [e,, eJ] y is 
equivalent to [e,, e,]x = y[fY, fX], so p is symmetric. 
W and 9 are transitive, and if x[ fx, f,] = [e,, e.v] y, y[ f,, f,] = 
Cc,, e,l z then xCfx, fzl = Cexr e,.l YC&, fzl = Ce,, eylCe,., e,l z = 
[e,, eZ] z. So p is transitive. 
Further, if e, = e,; = e, f, = fV = f, then clearly xpy implies x = y. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let x, y E C and xpy. Then for all h E o’(ex), k E o’( f,), we 
hate h l xph 9 y and x l kpy l k. 
Proof: By definition h l x= [h, he,](x ( he,). Set h, = fcxlhe,) = fh .X. 
Since he,we,, he, . (.x[ f,, fV]) = x[ f,, fV] 1 he, is defined, and equals 
-x I WCfx~fJl I fcx+,) ) by Proposition 3.1. 
Thus 
he,- bCfxvf,l)=(x I hex)(Cfx~fyl I h) 
= (x I k)ChI,fJIl 
by (OC3) since h, = fx,he,o.$Y and f;dtpf,. 
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Similarly 
Since x[ JY, fL] = [e,Y, eJ] y, we thus have 
(.h l x)Ch,,f,hl= Ch he,l(x I he,!Ch,,,f,h,l 
= Ch, kxlC~e,y, ke,l(y i he,) 
= Ch, +,.lb I he,.) since hw’e,y32e,. so he,Bh.Bhey 
=h l y. 
This implies that fh.); = L.h,, so (h 0 Nh,,f,f,.hll = 
(h l x)[Jh . I, ffi. Y]. Moreover eh . x = h = eh . x, so 
(h l x)[fh . I, fh . ?] = h l y = [eh. x, eh . ,.](h l y), and h l xph l y. 
Dually x l kpy l K. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let xpx’, yp~’ E C, and h E S(f,, e,.). Then (xc.:;,! 
p(x’ = J’)h. 
ProoJ Since xpx’, ypy’, we have f,pj,. and e,..%e,.., so by Proposition 
2.5 of [1171, S(.L, e,.) = S(fd, e,,,), and (x’ = y’),, is defined. By Lemma 4.6, 
x*hpx’*h,sox’*h[f;,.,,f,.,]=[e,,.,,e.,.~](x*h),thatis,x’.h= 
[hi, h,](x l h), where we set 
h,=e *. h=e(.yc,-)h 
h;=e,. -e . h - (X’ri.‘;~~ 
Dually h l y’ = h l y[h,, hi], where h, = fJz. -“, hi = fh. !‘. 
so 
(xi “y’)h = (x’ l h)(h . y’)= [h;, h,](x . h)(h . y)[h:, h;] 
= Ch’,, hl](x”y)h [hz, h;]. 
Since h;.%‘h,, h;8h2, this proves that (x?~)h p(x’~y’l)~. 
LEMMA 4.8. Let x, y E C, h, h’ E S( f,: e,.). Then (x c y)h p(x c JJ)~~,. 
Proof. Let h, = e.rsh, hi = exmhs, h, = fh. :‘, hi = fhss?. Then 
hl=e,. fXl;h = (Jxh)(a,(s))-‘,. Similarly hi = ( fxh’)(a,-(x))-m’ and h2 = 
the,.) CZ-AJ), hi = (h’e,.) a&). 
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Suppose that h.%h!. Then he,.~hdh’Wh’e,.. But h, h’ E S( ff, el.) so h <h’, 
h’ < h, and thus he,.Yh’e,,.. So he, = h’e, , and hz = hi. 
Also 
h’ l y = [h’: h’e,.](h’e, l y) = [h’, h][h, he,](hel. l ,:) 
= [h’: h](h . y). 
Since ~&%~yh’ by (B22)*, we have h,Wh;, and also h,, 11;~ 
im(a,-(x))-‘=~(e,~). Now f~r,h,,=f,z, .,y=h,~C(x)=f,h and likewise 
f~,,h;j=~Y/i’, and so by (ICl), [h’,, h,](h, l x)=(h’, l x)[fXh’,Jzh]. 
Now h, l x=f,h 1 x, h; l x=f’h’ 1 x by (OC3), so x. h’= 
(Lh I -~)C.Lh’, h’l= CK, h,l(.Lh I ~~Kfxh,fxh’lCL~~‘, 111. Since ($,&.I 
is a row-singular E-square, by (IC2) we have [ f,h, f,h’] [ f,h’, h’] = 
[f.Jz, h][h, h’]. Thus 
x l h’= [h;, h,](f,h 1 x)[Jyh, h][h, h’] = [h;, hl](x. h)[h, h’]. 
SO 
(x~y)~s = (x l h’)(h’ . y) = [h;, h,](x . h)[h, h’][h’, h](h . y) 
= [h;, h,](x. hj(h l y) 
= [h;, h,](xcy)h. 
That is, (x~J)~~ p(-u~~),,, since h,Wh; and hz= hi. 
Dually, if hdph’ we can prove that (X c ):)h. p(x c Y)/~. By Corollary 2.11 of 
[17], if h,h’ES(fxTe,), there exists h,ES(f,,e,) such that hBh,$Ph’. 
Thus the lemma holds in all cases. 
Let S= S(C) = C/p. For x, 1: E C, h E S( fX, e,.), we define 
xj= (x-JF)~ 
(.where .f denotes the p-class of x in C). 
(14) 
LEMMA 4.9. The multiplication giaen 611 (14) is bvell defined and 
associatke. 
ProoJ: If x, x’, y, 1” E c are such that xpx’, J!&, and if 
h, h’ E Wx, ey) = WY,, e,s), then by Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8, (x,=J)~~ 
P(X’SJ?‘)h ,o(X’“jqh’. Thus (X = (x’ CY’)~., and the product is well 
defined. 
Let x, 1: z E C, h, E S( f.Y, e,. j7 h, E S(f,, eZ). By Lemma 4.4, there exist 
hES(f,, e,.L.=rjhz), h’~S(.f~xcl~h,~ e ) such that ((x”L.)~,“z)~,=(x~(~~.z)~~)~. 
So (XJ:)_7= ((x ZY)~,~Z),,. = (x: (J:=z)~~)~ =X(jF). Thus the product is 
associative, and S is a semigroup. 
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Let x, y E C, and suppose x~ is defined in C. Then f, = e!, and so 
S(f,, e,.)= {Jr>. Then (x:~).~-~= (x l J;)(e,- l ~)=xy, so -fr==n when .xy 
is defined in C. It follows that e E E( C) implies that F E E(S). 
LEMMA 4.10. The semigroup S= S(C) is abundanr. 
Prooj In C, j, is idempotent and xjY = x, so from the observation 
above, Jrr is idempotent in S, and .$ =x = .Y. 
We intend to show that .UY*(S)f,, so we also need to show that - _ 
.G= X6, Z,ti~ Si implies f,5 = f,b. So assume that Xl;= X6, ii, 6 ES. 
G # 1 # 6? that is, (x = u)~ = (x 2 b)h. where h E S( jY,: e,), h’ E S(J<>:, Pi). Since - - 
j-i.\ = f,. we can use h, h’ in the definitions of ,il,& .f,b and so we need to ~ ___ 
prove that (f,~a),=(f~~b),~.. 
We have (:~~a)~ p(xs b),,., so e,. ,,.Be, . ,!‘, jh . .YUfh.. li: and 
(x - h)(h l a)[.fh .~, fl,, . b] = [e., .hr e, .k.](x l iz’)(h’ . b) (i) 
and we want to prove if, 2 Q)~ p( j, c b),..; that is; ef,. ~ h&‘esf, . h, f xf,,~.b? ,, . u 
and 
CL 0 h)(h l 4Cfh . a, fh,. J = Le., . h. ef,. h~ltfy * Wh’ * b!. (ii ) 
We already have fh .n T’f,,. &. Next we note that eJ-c, , = e.fr. :;h = 
(f,~12)(~~.(fc(f~))~’ =j,lz, since aJfr) is the identity map on &(fY). 
Similarly ef: . ,,. =f,h’. Also e, .,,=e,.-f~h=f;h(crc(?c))~!. and e, s k’ = 
fXh’(ac(x))- ‘. Then since e,.,Be,.,., we get frh.2dfxh!, that is, 
efY. ,,.BeiY. h, and the first condition is also satisfied. 
Now 
So x l h= (JC,lz 1 x)(Jxh IJx)[f,h, h] = (f,h 1 xj(f, - 12). Likewise x 0 h’= 
(jrh’ I x)(.f, 0 h’). Now the lefthand side of Eq. (i) becomes: 
(f,h 1 x)(jc l k)(h l ~)[f,~.~~,f,~,~~] which is equal to 
(,f,h I x)(l.h.s. of Eq. (ii j). 
So we Iook at (Jxh I x)(r.h.s. of Eq. (ii)), which is 
C&h I x)CLk .Lf,h’l(Lh i L!Cf;h’: h’l(h’ * 0). 
Now e x. h = e(fxxhlx)T so j2=jc,i.X.,), and x1 e,.,?=f,h Ix by 
Proposition 3.1. Similarly f,h’ =jcXle,. h ,, and x I e, f h, =frh’ I X, 
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Now e, . I1 T e, . ir’ ~w(e,) by the observation at the beginning of the 
section, and e, . h.&?e,r . h,, so by (ICl ), 
So now (XJr 1 x)(r.h.s. of Eq. (ii)) 
= Ce x.h: e, . h~l(fy~’ I x)(.L~ I fx)CfJ7 Wh l b) 
= Ce, . h? ex . II’ I(f,h’ I -r)(f, l h’)@ l 6) 
= 
[ex.h9ex. h.](~ l h’)(h’ . b) = r.h.s. of Eq. (i). 
So we have 
(f,h 1 x)(r.h.s. of (ii))=r.h.s. of (i)=l.h.s. of (ij 
= (f,h I x)(l.h.s. of (ii)). 
So since C is a cancellative category, Eq. (ii) holds. Thus f,ti =fXf,6 when 
5#1#6. 
Now suppose that 6= 1, that is, x5= ?c, so (x . h)(h l a) px, for 
h E S(f;., e,). As in the general case, efV. h =JY/r = (e,. h) a,-(x), and 
fx=e,+4~), so e, . h.%el implies f, h%?fx, that is, e”fV . hwefY as required. 
But since also hw’f, implies f,hwf,, we have J;h=fX, and so kYfX. 
Then x l h = x[fr, h]: JY l h = [f,, h], and Eq. (ii) reduces in this case 
to [fx: hl(lz l a)[fh. 03 fxl =fx. s ince Eq. (i) reduces to x[fX, h](h l a) 
[fi. a, J;] =x = xf,, Eq. (ii) again holds by cancellation. Thus fXf,6p*X. 
Dually F,R*Z, and S is abundant. 
LEMMA 4.11. Define x: E -+ E(S): e H 2. Then % is an isonzorphisnz. 
Proof, Let (e, f ) E D, = (or u 0’) u (or u WI)-‘. Suppose that fo’e. 
Then by Proposition 2.2 of [17], ef=fES(f,e), and (fee),-= 
(f*f)(f* e)=f- e= [f, fe] pfe, so fi=$. Also by the same result, 
feE.Yf, e), and 
(ezf )fc= (e l fe)(fe l f) = (fe I e)Cfe, (fe)f Xf I (fe)f) 
= Cfe,f If = Cfe,f 1 PJ 
Thus $ = f = 2 Dually if fo’e, f; =3 and $ = 2, so x is a bimorphism. 
Suppose that h E S(e, f). Then $= (e,= f )h = (e l h)(h l f). As above, 
since ho% we have h l fphf, and dually hw’e implies e l hpeh. $0 Cf = -- 
(eh)(hf ) = (&)(hJ) = cf: Thus ,% E S,(F, fl G S(& f ) by Theorem 1.2(a2). So 
x is a regular bimorphism. 
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Since no two identities of C are p-equivalent by Lemma 4.5, x is one-to- 
one. 
Suppose that for some XE C, XE E(S). If h E S(f,, e,) then 2~ E(S) 
implies that X2 = (x 3 .x)~ = ?c, that is, (x 2 x),! px. So e~$?e,l;r,b = e, mh= 
f,h(ac(x)))l. Thus exac(x) =fx%‘Yh, and since also f,hc&, we have 
.f,lz = f,, so fyYh. Dually e,.%h. 
Now .?Y%‘.Fdpf, because X is idempotent. So ZX”h, and since both are 
idempotents, X = h. Thus 7 is onto, and so is a bijective regular 
bimorphism, and hence by Corollary 2.15 of [17], an isomorphism. 
COROLLARY. E(S) generates a regular subsemigroup of S. 
Proof. We have shown that for any 2, SE E(S) and h E S(e, f): 
&E S(6 .,?). Thus .?fiis a regular element of S by Theorem 1.2(a3). 
LEMMA 4.12. S is IC, and hence is concordant. 
Proof. Let XE S. Then by the corollary to Lemma 2.1, for some 
(.%)S E I?:(S) n E(S) and (,t-)* E L,*(S) n E(S), we need a bijection 
2: w((,?)t)+w((Z)*) satisfying VVZ=Y(~x) for all J1Ec$(%jt). 
We may take (~)+=c, (.f)* =z, by the proof of Lemma 4.10. We 
already have a bijection at(x) between o(e,) and w(f,) in E. Since 
x: E -+ E(Sj: et-+ e is an isomorphism, x Iw,e,) is certainly a bijection of 
o(e,) onto ~(2,) and so (x I+,)))! n,,-(x)% !~~~fx,=X:c@“J-+~(~): 
2 I--+ fe . .y is a bijection. We need to prove that Z(Z) = Zfe ~ .?== r.F, for 
FE w(r,), that is, eeo(.e,j. So we need (.x=fe.x);lp(eax),. for 
12 ES( fy7 f, . ,), 12’ 12 S(e: e,). Since eoe,, we have e,e= eE S(e, e,) ‘by 
Proposition 2.2 of [17]. Also f,. ,wf,, SO j^, ~ ,E S(fx, f, = ,Y) by the 
same result. Then (x :f, . x)r,. x = x l f, . .~, and (e 2 I), = e * x=x / E. 
But .Y 0 f, .X = U&.x j x = fclicj 1 .x=x j e by Proposition 3.1. Thus 
(x~.f,.,)~~,..=(e~~),, so .?fe.x=F+T as required. 
Thus S is IC, and hence by the corollary to Lemma 4.11, and Lemma 
4.10, is concordant. 
LEMMA 4.13. Let S = S(C). For x E C, define 
v&x) = (e,, .f, E). (15) 
Then vc is an isomorphism of C onto the cancellatice category C(S) qf S. 
Proof: Since ~T;*.%?*~, it is clear that v=vc maps C into C(S). 
If x?: is defined in C, then f, = ev, and xy =G. So V(X) vi>;) I: -- 
(c;, ,u, Jf,)( fY, j- z) = (FJ, @, f,) = v(x~). Also t!(e) = (2. F, 2). Thus :’ 
preserves products and identities and so is a category-map. 
Note that as E(S) = V(C(S)), the mapping 2: E-+ E(S): e i--, F (which we 
have already shown to be an isomorphism) is the vertex-map of L’. 
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We now show that v is order-preserving. Suppose that x <J in C. To 
have v(x) < V(J), we need (from (2)), that Z;;cuq, X =qj and z =G’;B, 
where p is the connecting isomorphism for (q: J, z). Since x < y, e,oe,. by 
(OC2) and hence cc15 as x is an isomorphism. By Proposition 2.2 of -- [17], we have e, E S(e,, e,), so e,y = (exTy),, = e, l J =J: ( e, = X by 
(OC3), as x <y. Now from the proof of Lemma 4.12, the connecting -- 
isomorphism for (q, j, z) is 2, where cx = f,, . , =f,Y. Thus v is order- 
preserving. 
Now let e,fEE(S): and suppose that e.ZjY Then r[e, f] = -- - - 
(2, [e,f],f) = (.?,f, f ). (It is easy to check that [e, f ] pJ) Dually if eYJ 
then v[e, f] = (2, C;, f). Thus in either case v[e, f] = (2, I;f, f) = [e, fl,,,, 
by (6). Since also V(v) = x is a regular bimorphism, this proves that 1’ is 
inductive. 
Now suppose that V(X) = V(Y), that is, (Z?J, X, z) = (q, 7: x). Then xpr 
and e, = e,, fx =fV. By Lemma 4.5 x = .1:: so v is one-to-one. 
Let (e, z, f ) E C(S), and choose x E C such that .U = z. Then e&?*zY*A 
so ~S?‘*SS?*e and f,9*.?9*f, that is, q9e and f,9’$ Let 
x’= [-i, e,] x[i, f 1. Then it is easy to see that x’px, so ?= X, and 
v(i) = (e, z, f ). Thus v is onto, and hence a bijection. So by Proposition 
3.13, v is an isomorphism. 
LEMMA 4.14. Let S be a concordant semigroup. Then 
qs:S-+S(C(S)):xw(e,x,f), (16) 
where e E R,* n E, f E L-z n E, is an isornorphisnz. 
ProoJ: Let x E S, e, g E R.: n E(S), f, 11 EL: n E(S). eA?g, f$ph, and 
(e: 7 f If, l~lccsj = (e, xT f Nf, f, 11) = k -x, hL 
Ce, glco, k: x, 11) = (e, e, g)k, -T h) = (e, -x, h). 
Thus (e, x, f ) p(g, x, h) and q = vs is well defined. 
Suppose that (e: x, f) p(j, y, k), that is, eS?j, f2% and 
(6 4 f IL klccsj = [e,jlccs,(j,,r,k). Then (e,x,k)=(e,y,k). So x=4; 
and ye is one-to-one. As q is clearly onto, it is thus a bijection. 
Let x1 J ES, e, f, j, k E E(S), e.&?*x$p*f, j9*J:dP*k, and h E S( f, j). 
Then 
(-q)(~rlj = (e,)o(j, = ((e,x,fb(iy, k)h 
= ((e, x,fj l h)(h l (j,y, kj). 
(e, x,f) l h=Jh I (e, x,f)CF, hl 
= ((fir) a-‘, -U+)(F,F, h) by (4) and (6) 
= ((fi) SI-I, xh: h), 
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where x is the connecting isomorphism for (e, x: f j. Dually h * (j, J, kj = 
(11, hi!, (&)pj, where /? is the connecting isomorphism for ( j, y? kj. 
s0 (~f)(ytj) = ((jh) x-1, xh, h)(h, hi, (hj)pj = ((p) ~1-1, X~J, (hjpj. 
Now by Theorem 1.2(a3), since fj is regular, S(f, j)= S,(A jj, so that 
,flzj = ,fj. Therefore .vlzy = q%jy = XJ, SO (-uqj(~l) = (XJ~)f~, and ?r is an 
isomorphism. 
Thus we have: 
THEOREM 4.15. Let C be an inductice canceilatice category and p be the 
equicalence relation defined on C by (13). Then the operation defined by (14) 
is a single-salued binary operation on S(C) = C’p, and under this operation 
S(C) becomes a concordant semigroup, such that C is isomorphic to the 
inductive cancellatice category C(S(Cj) of S(C). In particular, V(C) = 
EiS!C)j= 
Conversely, if S is any concordant semigroup, then S z S(C(S)). 
This theorem determines the structure of concordant semigroups in 
terms of inductive cancellative categories, and provides the object function 
of a functor S: I???? -+ G%Y. We now construct the morphism map of this 
functor. 
THEOREM 4.16. Let 4: C -+ C’ be a morphism in YW#. For x E C, %\‘e 
define 
XS(c#) = gqs). 
Then S(d): S(C) --f S(C’) is a good homomorphism of concordarzt 
semigroups, that is, a morphism in WY. I$ is injecrice (surjectkej tf and otzi:r: 
if S(d) is. 
Ij- 4,: C-Cl, q5>: C,+C; are morphisms in .Y%%: then S($,I$,)= 
S(dlj Sldd. 
Proof Suppose that ,?=j. that is, .~py in C. Then e,Wel., J~~ZJ: 
and [e,, e. lc2: = x[ f.r, f,.],. Let 8 be the vertex map of 4. Then 
e,iMe,.9, fJ2'fr6, and d[e,, e,V]c &I:) = 4(x-) d[fX. J<V]c, that is, 
te,R e,elc,d(?:!=~(-U)Cf,e,f,el., since 4 is inductive. Thus Q(x) p&y), 
so &xj =&J) and S(o) is well defined. 
Let -Y, J E C, h E S( f,, el..). Since 0 is a regular bimorphism, 
hQES’(fx@, e,ej, and by Proposition 3.13, ~((xc~)~)=&x l h)q5(h * y)= 
(d(x) . he)(he l 4ty))= (~(A+~(~))~~. SO by (14j, (z~;j s(d) =&(~=.~j~~j =-- 
(&(x) 2 d(y) jke = 4(x) 4(y) = US yS(~j. Thus S(d) is a homomorphism. 
We now show that S(d) is good. By Proposition 1.4 of [6]. S(d) is 
good if and only if for each X E S(C), there exist idempotents FE Lr, 
481!118!1-16 
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f~ R-z such that Z?(d) 9*&S(d), ?cS($)9*fS(d) in S(C’), that is, --- 
d(e) 9*&x) 2*4(f). We choose e=z, f=c;, since we know from the 
proof of Lemma 4.10 that xY*;t-W*FJ. But this is equally true in S(C’), 
that is, f,89*m W*G, and since cS(d) = d(e,) =q, this is what we 
need. 
E’ ” 1, * E(S(C’)) 
(18) 
The diagram (18) commutes, by the definition of S(4), where x and 31’ 
are the canonical embeddings of E, E’ into S(C), S(C’), respectively. Since 
x and x’ are isomorphisms, 8 is injective (surjective) if and only if 
-W(d)) is. 
Suppose 4 is injective. If Z(d) =JS(d), then d(x) pd(.l;), so e,M?e,.8, 
J;,OZVtflO. Since 8 is injective, it is an isomorphism onto E8 by Corollary 
2.16 of [17], and hence e,%‘e,.: fX9’&. Let y’= [e,, el.] ~[f,.f,]. Then 
4”PJ’, so 4(x) p&v) p$(y’). Since e,B=e,.,8, f.Yf;e=fV,8, we have 
4(x) = &JY’) by Lemma 4.5. Since 4 is injective this implies that x’ = y’. So 
xpy, that is ?c=):, and S(d) is injective. 
Conversely, suppose that S(4) is injective, and d(x) = d(y). Since 
E(S(q5)) is injective, the commutativity of diagram (18) implies that 9 is 
injective. Hence since e,8 = e,.8, we have e, = e,,, and likewise f, = f,.. Since 
b(x) = b(y), we have XS(4) =7.!?(d), and X- =j because S(b) is injective. 
Then by Lemma 4.5, x =J’, and 4 is injective. 
It is clear that 4 surjective implies S(d) surjective. Assume that S(4) is 
surjective. By Proposition 3.13, im 4 = C, is an inductive subcategory of C’. 
If x’ E C’, there exists x E C such that XS(d) = X-‘, since S(d) is surjective, so 
.~z’p&.u), that is, x’= [e,,, e,B],. ~(x)[fxO,fx.]c.. But since C, is an 
inductive subcategory of C’, then by Proposition 3.8(l) this says that 
x’= [e:, exQc, &x)[f,& fx.lc, E C, = im 4. Thus 4 is surjective. 
Lastly, suppose that 4,: C-+ C, and dz: C, -+ C, are morphisms in YG%9. 
Then for any XE C, we have W4,4J = 41h(x) = 4z(4I(x)) = 
h(x) s(h)=mh) S(h). so S(4,42)=S(d,) S(h). 
Thus we have completed the construction of the functor S: 4@&? --f GZ.9’. 
In Theorem 3.11 we constructed a functor C: V,Y -+ 4%@. We now show 
that these define an equivalence of the two categories. 
THEOREM 4.17. Let S: X+9?? -+ WY and C: %:Y + SF?? be the functors 
constructed in Theorems 4.15 and 4.16, and 3.11, respectively. Then for C 
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belonging to .$g%%;, the isOFTIOrphiSFllS vc defined by ( 15 ) form the components 
of a ?latural isomorphism v: llKM 2 SC. Similariy the isomorphism qs defined 
by ( 16) form the components of a natural isomorphism PJ: l,, EZ CS, and 
(S,C~v:~-‘):.F?%?‘~.Y 
Thus the diagram below commutes, 
C,- SC(C,j \‘c, 
61 . 1 .x-:$5) 
I i 
CT----t SC(C?j ‘C. 1 
This implies that 1’ = {vc} is a natural isomorphism of t,,, to the functor 
SC. 
Let C-I: S, -+ S2 in %,Y. Then for YE S,, we have by (16) 
CS(a)(r~,,(y)) = S(C(G))($, y, y*) where yPZ*yY**y* in S, 
= C(a)(J+, y, y*)) 
= bw), m: G(J:*)) 
= ((dy)jt, dyj, b(?:))*) 
where (~(y))t.%*cr(y) ~*(G(J))* in Sz 
since G is good 
= r?,,(GiX)). 
Thus the diagram below commutes, and so q = (qs) is a natural 
homomorphism of I,, to CS. 
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5. BRANDT GROUPOIDS AYD SEMIGROUPS 
The material in the first part of this section is drawn from Section 3.3 of 
[3]. Note that in the rest of this paper we are using the terms “groupoid” 
and “partial groupoid” as defined on page 1 of [3], and not the categorical 
sense of “groupoid” used by Nambooripad. 
Brandt groupoids were introduced in 1927 by H. Brandt. A Brandt 
groupoid is defined to be a partial groupoid B satisfying: 
(Bl) If ab = c (a: 6, c E B), then each of the three elements a, b. c is 
uniquely determined by the other two. 
(B2) Let a,b,cEB. 
(i) If ab and bc are defined, so are (ab)c and u(bc), and these are 
equal. 
(ii) If ub and (ub)c are defined, so are bc and u(bc), and 
(ab)c = u(bc). 
(iii) If bc and u(bc) are defined, so are ab and (ub)c, and 
(ub)c = u(bc). 
(B3) To each element a of B there correspond unique elements e, f 
and a’ of B such that eu = u= uf; and u’u =J: (These are called the left 
identity of a: the right identity of a, and the inverse of a, respectively.) 
(B4) If e2 = e and f2 = f (e: .f~ B): there exists an element a E B such 
that eu = uf = a. 
Now let 0 be a symbol not belonging to B, and let B” = B u 0, with 
product “c” defined as follows (where u, b E B): 
ucbz ub if ab is defined in B 
0 otherwise. 
(19) 
Then we have: 
LEMMA 5.1 (Lemma 3.7 of [3]). Let B be a partial groupoid, and /et 
B” = B u 0, with binur~~ operation c us defined in (19). Then B” is a 
semigroup if and only if B suti.$es Brundt’s axioms B2(ii) and BZ(iii). 
A Brundt semigroup is a semigroup B” arising in this way from a Brandt 
groupoid B. Dropping the symbol 3, we can rephrase axioms (Bl )-(B4) in 
the language of semigroups as follows: 
A Brundt semigroup is a semigroup S with zero satisfying the following 
axioms: 
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(Al) If n, b, cES such that ac=bc#O cr ca=cb#O, then a=G. 
(A2) If a, b, c E S such that ab # 0 and bc # 0, then abc # 0. 
(A3j To each element a # 0 of S there correspond a unique e E S 
such that ea = a, a unique element f E S such that af = a, and a unique 
element a’ of S such that a’a =J: 
(A4) If e and f are non-zero idempotents of S. then eSf # 0. (Note 
that these axioms are not in fact independent: (Al) and (A2j are 
consequences of (A3 j.) 
Then by Theorem 3.9 of [3], a Brandt semigroup B@ is isomorphic to 
some &‘(G; Z, Z; A): where G is a group. Z a set, and A the identity matrix 
over Go. In terms of the original Brandt groupoid B, this tells us that the 
elements of B can be uniquely represented as triples (il)ii with a E G: i, J E Z: 
that every such triple represents an element of Z?. and the product of two 
such triples (a jC and (b)k! is defined if and only if j = k, and is then equal 
to (abj,). 
We shall extend the notation above, and use the notation Go for the 
semigroup obtained, by adjoining a zero and defining a multiplication as in 
(19), from any partial groupoid G which satisfies Brandt’s axioms BZjii‘j 
and (iii). We will also define %‘* and dp* on G as follows: for a, 5~ G, 
a.Z*b (dPb) in G if and only if aB’*b (&*b) in Go. 
6. BLOCKED REES MATRIX SEMICROUPS 
For the remaining results we shall need to know something abou; 
blocked Rees matrix semigroups and their structure. Blocked Rees matrix 
semigroups were introduced by J. B. Fountain in [7], from which the sum- 
mary below is taken, and are a generalisation of Rees matrix semigroups 
over a monoid-a blocked Rees matrix semigroup is constructed from a set 
of monoids and bisystems over these monoids. As the most general case is 
not of great interest, Fountain then imposes three conditions to obtain 
what he calls PA blocked Rees matrix semigroups. These are abundant, 
and have the property that all their non-zero idempotents are primitive. 
Let Z, n be non-empty sets which are partitioned into subsets Z; : 4:: (fcr 
7 E Z, a non-empty indexing set). In what follows i, j will denote members 
of I; i. p members of 4, and X, p, y members of Z. 
For each pair (1, b) E TX Z’, let M,, be a set such that for each r? 
M,, = T, is a monoid, and for r Zb, either M,, = q5 or M,, is a 
( T,, To)-bisystem. We also require that for M,, Z 0 # M,;, a multiplication 
is defined between elements of M,, and elements of hl,, such that for any 
a: 6: dJ.,,jsr-&, a(bc) = (ab)c whenever both sides are defined. 
By the (x, pj-block of an Ix /i matrix we mean those (i, j.) positions with 
i E I,, i, E 4,. The (CI: x)-blocks are called the diagonal blocks of the matrix. 
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We introduce a A x Z sandwich matrix P = (p,;), where a non-zero entry in 
the (x, /I)-block of P is a member of M,,. Let 0 be a symbol which does 
not belong to any M,,. We define OX = 0 = x0 for every element x E (0) u 
u {A!&: 2; p E z-1. 
Now let ~~~“(M,p;Z,A,~P)=(O}u{(i,a,3.):a~~~IB, (i,l)~Z,xA~}. 
We define a product on &“(M,,; Z, A, Z; P) as follows; 
(j, a, ).)( j, b: p) = ; ap”b’ ‘) 
ifp,#O 
if pj~=OO’ 
Then this product is associative, and we have a semigroup which we call a 
blocked Rees matrix semigroup. (When Z is a singleton, say Z= { 11, we 
simply have the Rees matrix semigroup &‘(T,; Z: A; P).) We will also 
write (a),; for (i, a, j”). 
To ensure abundance and to locate the idempotents easily, we impose 
three further conditions: 
(C) If a, CI,, a, EM,, and b, b,, 6, E MD?, then ab, = abz implies that 
b,=b,; a,b=a,b implies that a,=az. 
(U) For each XEZ, ;IE~, [FEZ,], there exists FEZ, [E.E.d,] such 
that pii is a unit in T,. 
(R) If M,,, M,, are both non-empty, where 2 #/I, then aba # a for 
all aEMXp, bEMgl. 
A PA blocked Rees matrix semigroup is one that satisfies conditions (C), 
(U), and (R). Then we have: 
PROPOSITIOK 6.1 (Proposition 2.4 of [7]). Let S= &“(M,,; Z, A, r; P) 
be a PA blocked Rees matrix semigroup. Then 
(1) a non-zero element (a),, of S is idempotent if and onl?; if there is an 
a E r such that (i, 3.) E Z, x A, and a is a unit in T, with inverse pi,; 
(2) all non-zero idempotents of S are primitive; 
(3) the non-zero elements (a);,., (b),, of S are W*-related ifand only if 
i=j; 
(4) the non-zero elements (a),, (b)jp qf S are .=Y**-related fand only if 
i=p; 
(5) S is abundant; 
(6) the non-zero idempotents e=(a),,, f = (b)jp of S with 
(i,J.)EZ,xA., (j,p)EZfixAg, are 9-relatedifandonly $cY=/~. 
(7) the non-zero element (a),; of S is regular if and o&J? if there is an 
XErsuch that (i,i.)~Z,xA,andaisaunitin T,. 
Two further results from [7] which we shall use are the following: 
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THEOREM 6.2 (Theorem 3.8 of [7]). If S is G primitice abunda.~t 
semigroup with zero, then S is isomorphic to a PA biccked Rees matri-? 
semigroup. 
THEOREM 6.3 (Theorem 5.1 of [7]). Let S=A”(M,,; Z, A, r; P) be a 
PA blocked Rees matrix semigroup. The idempctents of S generate a regGa;- 
slrbsemigrcup if and only if all non-zero entries irr P are in the diagonal 
blocks, and each non-zero entry from T,(x E J’) is a unit in TX. 
Using Proposition 6.1, we can prove the following result: 
PROPOSITIOY 6.4. Let S = A”(M,, ; Z, A: r; P) be a PA blocked Rees 
matri,x semigroup of the tJ;ppe described in Theorem 6.3 abcce. Then for ncn- 
zero elements a, b of S, br,e hate ab # 0 if and only if Lz 9q R$s E(S) f 4. 
Prccf Let a= (a),,, b= (b)j,. Then by parts (l), (3), and (4) of 
Proposition 6.1, e E L;,* n Rz n E(S) if and only if e = (e),,, where t? is a 
unit in TD (5 E M,,, B E M,, j with inverse piJ. Clearly if this holds then 
ab = (tip,b), # 0. 
Conversely if (GP~~~)~, # 0: then pv # 0, and so pjCi belongs to one of the 
diagonal blocks of P, and is thus a unit in TD~ So by part ( ! ) of 
Proposition 6.1, (p,, ’ )-ii is an idempotent belonging to L1,* c R: r! E(S). 
7. THE STRUCTURE OF THE *-TRACE OF A CONCORDANT SEMIGROUP 
Let S be an abundant semigroup with biordered set of idempotents E. 
Recall that we have defined the *-trace of S to be the partial groupoid 
t?(S) = (S, . j, with partial binary operation “:’ dehned by 
a.b= 
ab if LXnR,*nEi& 
undefined otherwise. 
In this section we investigate the structure of the *-trace of a concordant 
semigroup. 
PROPOSITIOr; 7.1. Zf S is an abundant semigrclip then t?(S) satisfier 
Brandt’s axiom (B2); that is: 
(i) v ab and bc are defined, then SC are (ab)c and a(bc), arzd these 
are equai. 
(ii) Zf ab and (ab)c are defined, then so are bc and a(bc), aiza’ 
a(bcj = (ab)c. 
(iii) Zf bc and a(bc) are defined: then so are ab and (ab)c, a?zd 
(ab)c = a(bc). 
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ProoJ (Note that 9* and R* here refer to these relations in the 
semigroup S.) 
(i) If ab and bc are defined, then there exist e E L,* n Rz n E(S) and 
f E L$ n Rr n E(S). Since aT*e, and Y* is a right congruence: we have 
abY*eb = 6. Thus L$ = L$,, so that f E L,*,n R: n E(S), and (ab)c is 
defined. Dually cB*f implies that bcW*bf = b, so that Rz = RtC, 
e E L,* n RzC n E(S), and a(bc) is defined. Then since (ab)c and a(bc) both 
belong to S, they must be equal. 
(ii) We have e E L,* n R$ n E(S), g E La*b n Rf ,q E(S). As before, we 
have Lb* = L$,, so that g E Lb* n R,* n E(S), and bc is defined. The rest now 
follows from (i). 
(iii) We have f ELzn R,“nE(S), h~L,*n R,*,n E(S). As before 
R; = RzC, and h E L,* n Rt n E(S), so that ab is defined. Again the rest 
follows from (i). 
COROLLARY. If lve extend the multiplication “J’ on tr*(S) by setting 
undefined products equal to 0 (where 0 is a symbol not in S, and acts as a 
zero element), then tr*(Sj ,vith this multiplication is a semigroup. 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 5.1. Recall that if G is any groupoid 
satisfying (B2)(ii) and (iii), so that we can form a semigroup by adjoining a 
zero to G and setting undefined products equal to zero, then we denote this 
semigroup by Go, and define a.B*b (adP*b) in G if and only if aZ*b 
(aT*bj in Go. 
PROPOSITION 7.2. If G = tr*(S), bvhere S is an abundant semigroup, then 
.%* and Y* coincide in S and Go. Hence Go is abundant. 
ProoJ: Let a, b E S and aB’*b in S. Then xa =ya if and only if xb = yb, 
for .x, y E S r. 
Suppose that pa = qa in Go, p? q E S ‘. If pa = qa = 0, then L,* n Rz n E = 
#= L: n R,* n E in S, and since R,*(S)= R?(S), we have pb=qb=O 
also. If pa= qa #O, then there exist e E L,*(S) n R,*(S) n E, f E L:(S) n 
R,*(S) n E: and again as R,*(S) = R:(S), this implies that pb and qb are 
non-zero in G, and hence since ag*b in S: pb = qb. Thus a%!*(S) b implies 
that &*(G’)b. 
Now let a, be S such that &?*b in Go. Since S is abundant there exist 
idempotents e, f ES such that e&!*(S)a, f9*(S)b, and hence from above, 
eW*(G”)a7 f%*(G’)b. Now since aB*(G’)b, we have e$!f in Go, and so 
e9?f in any semigroup to which both e and f belong, in particular in S. 
Thus in S we have aB*eBfB?*b, and so a.%*(S)b. Thus a*(S) = 9*(G”), 
and dually 9*(S) = .P’*(G’). 
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Now let a E Go. If a = 0, it is itself an idempotent. Thus we assume that 
a f 0. Then since S is abundant, there exists e E E(S) such that aZ*e in S, 
and hence in Go. Dually there exists f~ E(S) c E(G’j such that ag*f in G”. 
So Go is abundant. 
Moreover: each %*-class of S has the property that when we adjoin a 
zero we obtain a semigroup satisfying axiom (A2) for a Brandt semigroup, 
and weakened versions of axioms (Al j, (A3), and (A4). Specifically: 
PROPOSITION 7.3. If D is a 9*-class of tr*(S), ,sirere S is an abundant 
semigroup, then Do is a semigroup satisfying: 
(Al)’ Let a, 6, c E D such that ac = bc # 0. Then alb. Dually (! 
CD = cb # 0 we hate aYb. 
(A2j tf a, b, c E D such that ab # 0: bc + 0, then abc # 0. 
(A3’ ) For each a # 0 of D, there exist e, f’~ D such that ea = a, af = a. 
iA4)’ If e and f are non-zero idempotents of D, then there exist nor:- 
zero idempotents el ~ .,., e, of D with e! = e, e, = fT such that for each i, 
ldi<n-1, at least one of e,D’e,+, , ei+ 1 Doei is non-zero. 
Proof. (Al)’ Suppose that ac = bc #O. Then there exist ? E L5 r. 
R,* n E, f E L,* n Rr n E. Since ac = bc, and es f e Rr7 we have ae = be. 
gj‘= bj1 Since a9*e and bYtp% this implies that 2 = be, gf = b, and hence 
a.%b. The other half is proved dually. 
(A2) follows from Proposition 7.1 above. 
(A3 j’ Since S is abundant, for each a +O of S there exist f E LB A Ey 
e E Rz r? E. Then f~ L,* n Rf*, so af is defined in D, and af = a. Dually ea is 
defined: and equal to a. 
(A4)’ Since e3Tf’ in S: there exist a2, . . . . a, ED such that 
eY*a,.B*a3Y*a,. . . Y*a,,B?*jI Since S is abundant, we may choose 
e,ER*=R* e,EL* =L* (14, . . .. e,, _ I E Lz+ i = Lz=. 
L,* =zzz a:; f;eaiE R,* = Rznq 
Then clearly e = e, E 
and for each i we have either 
e:W*a-- ,3*e- . I + L or eiY*ai+ @?*eii I. In the former case we have 
eiai,iei+i=ai+I E e,D”ei+ , 1 and in the latter case ei+ i aj, i oi = 
az7.,~eiT1Doei. 
COROLLARY 1. (tr*(S)j’ satisfies (Al)‘, (A2), and (A3)‘. 
Proof Only in the proof of (A4)’ above did we use the fact that D is a 
C?*-class. The rest of the proof is valid for tr*(S) itself. 
COROLLARY 2. The idempotents of (tr*(Sj)’ generate a regular sub- 
semigroup, and’ ail the non-zero idempotents are prirnitice. 
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Proof: Suppose that ef #O, for some idempotents e, f e S. Then 
ef = (ef jf! so that ej”%e by (Al )‘. Thus ef is regular, and so the idem- 
potents generate a regular subsemigroup. Now let e, f be non-zero idem- 
potents of (tr*(S)), with f < e. Thus ef =f= fe. Since ef = f = ff, by (Al)’ 
we have e-22$ But also fe = f = ff, and so eP’$ Thus e= f, and e is 
primitive. 
THEOREM 7.4. If S is an abundant semigroup, then (tr*(S))’ is 
isomorphic to a PA blocked Rees matrix semigroup Jt”(M,,; I, A; F, P), 
lvhere all non-zero entries in P are in the diagonal blocks, and each non-zero 
entry from TX (cx E r) is a unit in T,. 
Proof By Theorem 6.2, as (tr*(S))’ is a primitive abundant semigroup 
with zero, it is isomorphic to a PA blocked Rees matrix semigroup. Since 
also the idempotents of (tr*(.S))’ generate a regular subsemigroup, the full 
result follows by Theorem 6.3. 
DEFINITIOS. A groupoid (G, .j satisfying the following conditions is a 
concordant partial groupoid: 
(Gl ) For some restriction L of ., (G, 0 )” is isomorphic to a PA 
blocked Rees matrix semigroup of the form described in Theorem 7.4 
above. 
(G2) (E(G), .) is a regular biordered set. 
(G3) The product .X .c: of X, ~7 EG is defined if and only if it is defined 
in (G: iZ ) or it is defined in (E(G): .). 
(G4) For e, f eE(G), we have 
e2f in E(G) if and only if e2?f in (G, Z ) 
eYf in E(G) if and only if e2f in (G, L ). 
Notes. (i) From [lS], p. 256, a regular biordered set satisfies the 
axiom: (A) If ef, fg, (ef) g and e( fg) exist, then e( fg) = (ef ) g. Thus the 
partial multiplication in (G, .) is associative when the appropriate products 
are defined. 
(ii) We will generally write simply G for the restricted groupoid 
(G, 0 ), and (G, .) for the whole concordant partial groupoid. 
Suppose that (G, .) satisfies Brandt’s axioms B2(ii) and (iii), so that 
(G, .)” is defined, and by definition adP*b in (G, .) if and only if aY*b in 
(G, .)“. We shall show that this is equivalent to aY*b in G. 
Let a, b E G, and a, b +! E(G). Then from (G3), ax = ay in Go if and only if 
ax = ay in (G, .)O, and bx = by in Go if and only if bx = by in (G, . )“. So 
clearly aY*b in (G, .) if and only if a9*b in G (and dually for W*). 
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Now let adP*e in (G, .), where e E E(G). If a E E(G), then we have a9e in 
(G, .). Thus ae = a, ea = e in (G, .): and so by (G3), each of these must be 
true in either G or (E(G): .). If both are true in (E(G), .), then aYe in 
(E(G), -), and hence by (G4), in G. If either ae = a or ea = e (or both) in G, 
then we have aYe in G by Corollary 3.2 of [7]. Thus for a E E(G): aYe in 
(G: . j implies aYe in G. If a $ E(G), then since ae = c in (G, . j, we must 
have ae = a in G by (G3), and then aY*e in G by the same result. Thus 
aY*e in (G: .,! implies aY*e in G (and dually for .%?* j. 
Now suppose that aY*e in G, where e E E(G). If a E E(G): then we have 
aYe in G, and so aYe in (G, .) by (G3 j. Suppose a # E( G j. We have ae = a 
in G; and hence in (G, .). Moreover GX = a~ in (G, .) if and only if ax = a~ 
in Go, and this implies ex= ey in Go, as aY*e in GO. if ex=e):fO: this , 
then implies that ex= eqz in (G, .) as required, by (G3). Suppose that 
ex = e) = 0 in G”, but not in (G, .)O-say ex # 0 in (G, .)O. Then ex must be 
defined in (E(G), .). since it is not defined in G. So (e, x) E DEcGi = 
~i)~vc?)~u (orj~’ v (o/)-l. In each case we have either e.Be-y or :&zx in 
E(G), and hence by (G4), in G. But ex=O in G”, and R$(G’j= (0) = 
L,*(G”), so this is impossible. Thus ex = eq: = 0 in Go implies that e.x = e;> = 0 
in (6, )O, So we have shown that aY*e in G implies aT*e in (G, .). 
To sum up, we have shown that if (G, .)’ is defined: and hence 5?* and 
.9?* are defined on (G, .)> then these relations coincide with 9* and 
h?* on G. 
So for a general concordant partial groupoid (G, .j, we define 
aY*b (aA’*b) in (G, .) if and only if aP*b (aW*b) in G. (20) 
We note that if S is a concordant semigroup: so that the idempotents of S 
generate a regular subsemigroup, then by Theorem 1.2(a4), E(S) is a 
regular biordered set, and then combining the regular biordered set struc- 
ture on E(S) with the multiplication already on tr*(S), we will get a con- 
cordant partial groupoid structure on tr*(S). Moreover by Proposition 7.2, 
the relations 8* and A!* as defined above on this concordant partial 
groupoid will coincide with these relations on the original semigroup S. 
8. THE STRUCTCXE MAPPINGS ON A COYCORDANT SEMIGROUP 
Nambooripad [16] and Meakin [ 151 have both analysed the structure 
of regular semigroups in terms of their trace and structure mappings. We 
shall now do the same for concordant semigroups. 
Let S be an abundant semigroup with biordered set of idempotents E. 
We define the structure mappings on S as a generalisation of Meakin’s 
structure mappings on a regular semigroup. 
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Let rc = Q’ v ml, so that ercf if and only if eorf or eoff: Suppose that fKe. 
If fcj’e, then ef =f, and fe.B’A whereas if foj’e we have fe = f and efY$ So 
for fKe we have <fPf and fe9?!! Let x E R,*. Then pfx= qfx, where 
p, q E S r> implies that pfe = qfe, and hence, since feBJ pf = qJ Moreover, 
f( jIy) = jx, and thus we have jZ?*f Dually if x E L: we have xf2Pf: 
So we define mappings d,.,-: R,* -+ R,* and $,,r: L,* + Lf* (for fxe) by 
de, f =k J&..f=xf for all x E R,*, y E L,*. (211 
The mappings (21) are the structure mappings on S. 
Now if E is a regular biordered set (that is, if the idempotents of S 
generate a regular subsemigroup) then we may reduce all products in S to 
products in tr*(S): as in Theorem 2.1, by using the structure mappings. 
For any a, 5 ES, we have 
a .b = hk,d(b4Ld~ (22) 
where e E L,* A E, f E Rz n E, h E S(e, j’). This is clearly independent of the 
choice of e, f, and 11, and since ati,,h E Lz, b4,-h E Rz, the product on the 
righthand side of (22) is a product in tr*(S). 
In particular, this applies when S is a concordant semigroup, and we 
now proceed to analyse concordant semigroups in a structure mapping 
framework. 
LEMMA 8.1. Let S be a concordant semigroup ivith regular biordered 
set of idempotents E. Let @ = {be,,-: RP + R.7 I fKe> and Y = { $c,r: L,* + 
Lf ) fKe) be the structure mappings on S. Then CD v !P satisfies the following 
conditions and their duals: (where e, f, g, h, j, k, m, n E E, a, b: c E S) 
(Kl) If gKfKe, and de is defined, then 4e.f~,-f.g = de,+. 
(K2) 0” fKe then e#,.l.= fe. 
(K3) If e.Bf then 4,,r is the identity map on R,*;. 
(K4) Let eY”*aA!*f: Then 
(i) there exist unique biorder isomorphisms 
e e,o. f: de) + o(f) satis&ing 4, s = a#,/: gB,,,I for g E o(e), 
%,e : o(f) + o(e) satisWng 4J,, = a*e.h9,a.c for h E w(f ), 
and e,,,-= w,,.P. 
(ii) We may extend these maps to all j such that jrce, and k such 
that kxA by setting jB,,,,/= (eje) B,.,,.f and kg,,., = (fif) t$-a,e. Then ifjw’e 
we hate a+,i = adJis,,,J and if ko’f lve hate aq5fik =a$,+,,. 
(iii) Zf bB*e, then (ab) c,~;~~O,,~., = (a$,,.i)(b$,,i) J&r jrce. 
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(iv) rf eYh, then gee..,., = hgOh.,.f for all g E a)(e). 
(v) Zf gY*&*m, and etig. f =eB,,,,,. a=c$,,: the,: 
I9 r.d.,r= Og.r.m I w(e). 
Proof. It is easy to see that (Kl j(K3) are satisfied. 
(K4)(i) Since S is IC: there is a unique connecting isomorphism 
x: W( f ) * w(e) such that ha = a(ha) for all h E io( f j. That is, aq5,:, = a$,.hz. 
So we may take 8 f.u,p= IX. Dually there exists a unique isomorphism 
P:o(ej-+w(f) such that ag=(g/?ja for gE:w(,e). and we can take 
u e.o.f = 0. Moreover, we have fir: m(e) + m(ej, and a(gflx) = (g@)a- ag, 
for g E o(e), SO since edp*a, e(g/?x) = eg. That is, gflx = g. So fi = x ~’ as 
required. 
(ii) Ifjej’e, thenjf?,,.f= (ejj 8,,.,, and 
ad,c.i&eo.,, = ((ej) oe,u..i)a = 4ej) by (i! 
= aj since aY*e 
= a*,+. 
Dually if ko’f then ati,vk4,,,, = aqSLk. 
(iii! Let b.%‘*e and jKe. Then 
(ab) d.Lj~,,.f= ( jk,,..dab) 
= (eje) 6,.,,(ab) 
=a(eje)b by (i) 
= ajb since aY*eB’*b 
= (aA = tati,.~Nbd,.~t. 
(iv) Suppose that eYh. From pp. 8485 of [6], we have that 4: (2) + 
(h ): g ++ hg is an isomorphism. Then (4 \ w(e)) d,,,c.f: w(e) -+ o( f j: and 
for g E w(e), 
(g(d I o(e)) @,E,a,fb = (k~h.,.,J)a 
=a(hg) by (ij 
= ag since hZ?eY*a. 
(v) Suppose that g~*&*rn~ where eog, S=eea.,, and a=ce. If 
I E w(ej. then xOg.c,moef9,,, =J Thus f3g,c.!n 1 w(e): a(e) -+ o>( f j. Let 
k E w( f ). Then k E o(m), since fwm, so k = jOg.C,m for some Jo o(g j. NOW 
jOg,c,,ti =k E o( f ) = im Oe.o,-f, and so j6g.c,m = n6e,a. i for some n E o(e). 
481/118/l-17 
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Then j= (ne,..,) e,,,,,, and since nec,a,fE w(f), we have jofe,,,, = e. 
That is, jEo(e). So Og,C,m ( w(e) maps onto o( f ), and so is an 
isomorphism. 
Also 
Wg.r.nJ~ = be,c,,) ce = exe by (i) 
= cex as x E m(e) 
= ax. 
Thus eg,c,m I w(e) =ee.a,r 
Next we prove a straightforward technical lemma: 
LEMMA 8.2. If for elements a, b of a semigroup S we hate La* n Rf n 
E(S) # q5, then bT*ab&!*a. Hence this result also holds for elements of a con- 
cordant partial groupoid (G, .) (and in particular L,* A Rz n E(G) # 4 
implies that ab is defined in (G, .)). 
Proof Let hE L,* n Rz n E(S). Since a9’*h and dp* is a right 
congruence, we have abg*hb = b. Dually abB*a. If (G, .) is a concordant 
partial groupoid, then x2*~ in (G, .) if and only if X~*JJ in Go. Now the 
result holds for Go, as it is a semigroup, and thus also for (G, .). 
THEOREM 8.3. Let (G, .) be a concordant partial groupoid with 
G = Jl”(M,,; I, A, r; P), and @v Y a family of mappings 0 = 
(de,s: Rz -+ R,* (fKe> and Y= (ti,,r: L,* --+ L,* 1 fKe} satisfying (Kl)-(K4) 
und their duals. We define a binary operation LL~” on G by 
whereeEL,*nE, fER:nE, hES(e,f), and denote the resultant groupoid 
by (G, @, Y). Then (G, @, Y) is a concordant semigroup, with *-trace G, 
regular biordered set E(G), and set @ u !P of structure mappings. (Recall 
that 9* and 9?* on (G, .) are as defined in (20).) 
Comersely, tf S is a concordant semigroup with set @v Y of structure 
mappings, then @ v Y satisfies (Kl )-(K4) and their duals, and 
S= (G, @, Y), where G= (tr*(S), -) and (E(G), .)= E(S). 
Proof The converse follows from Lemma 8.1 and Theorem 7.4. The 
rest of the proof proceeds by a sequence of lemmas: 
LEMMA 8.4. If hco’f, then I$~~,-= q4Af,h. Dually, tf kofr then $,-,k = 1+4~~. 
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Proof. Since ho’f we have h.Wzf, and so by (K3), I$~,~,< is the identity 
map on Rz. Thus if XE Rf*, 
-+h = X4&l.,f 
=-+(hf)hf Y ( b Kl ), since h.@hjmf, 
so that (hf ) hf is defined 
= X4J hf 
The second half is proved dually. 
LEMMA 8.5. Let e, h, h’ be idenzpotents. 
(i) Suppose that h, h’ E w’(e), where eY*x, and eh%eh’. Then 
(xtiL.h,) eh = -@,.I,. 
(ii) If h, h’ E o’(e), where eT*x, and hgh’, then (x$,,,,.)h = 3~$,,~. 
Proqf. (i) Let kE R,* n E. and set hi = (eh’) 6e,K.;k = h’Gp,X.k. Now 
x$,.~’ = x$,,+, by Lemma 8.4, and so ~+~,,,.F*eh’. We also have 
~ti,.~, = xdk.h;~9*hi by (K4)(ii), since h’o’e. Thus ehA’eh’9*x$,.,,%‘*hi. 
Now we use (K4)(iii); that is, for b.B*e and jh-e, 
tab) q$.r=i~e,o.i = (.aIC/,.j)(b4e.i)v ;*j 
substituting eh for 6, eh’ for e, x$,,~. for a: hi for A and eh for j. Then the 
subscript jOe,u.f on the lefthand side of Eq. (*) becomes 
(eh) t7 eh’.xti,,;t.,h; = (eh’)(eh)(eh’) Oeh:rtie,h.h; by definition 
= (eh’i kh..xti,,h..h; 
= 4 since Qelr,..x9e.h..h! ’ is an isomorphism of w(eR’) onto w(k: )~ 
Thus the lefthand side of Eq. (* ) becomes 
(W,K) eh) 4+; = (-x$,~~) eh. 
The righthand side of (*) is 
((-4e.h.) $eh,,,d(eh) 4ehc,eh ) = (x$,.,,,) $,hC.eh(eh) by Lemma 8.4 and (K3) 
=x$,,,(eh) by (Kl j* since ehWeh’we, 
so that e(eh’)(eh) = (eh’)(eh j = eh is defined 
= x*,.,lI = Xil/e.h. 
Thus we have (xIC/~,,,,) eh = x$,,~ as required. 
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(ii) The proof is virtually identical, using h and h’ in place of eh and 
eh’ in (K4)(iii). 
LEMMA 8.6. The operation ii:” is a well-defined binar): operation on G. 
ProojY We first point out that Go is a PA4 blocked Rees matrix 
semigroup, and hence abundant by Proposition 6.1. Thus in Go (and hence 
in G) there exist, for any a, b E G, elements eE L% n E, f E Rz n E. 
Moreover, since (E(G), .) is a regular biordered set, S(e, f) # 4. Thus a0 b 
is defined for all a, b E G. 
We now need to show that a; b = (a$,,h)(bq5x,,) is independent of the 
choices of e, f and h. 
Firstly suppose that e, g E L,* n E, J k E R$ n E, and h E S(e, f ). Then 
h E S(g, k) because S(e, f ) = S(g, k) by Proposition 2.5 of [ 171. We have 
fgk and so by (K3), deLk is the identity map on Rz. Also hw’f, ho’k, so 
that hhcfick, and hfl = hk is defined. Thus by (Kt ), I$,-~ = I$&~~, = (6k,hk, 
and this equals 4 k,h by Lemma 8.4. So b,-h = bk.h, and dually $p.h = i,~?~.~, so 
that a 0 b is independent of the choice of e and J: 
Now suppose that h, h’ E S(e, f ). We assume initially that h%‘h’. We need 
to show that (all/,,,,)(b$,-,) = (a$,,,,)(bq5L,,.). Let kE Lb* n E, so that 
kY*b%‘*J: Since h, h’Eof( f) we have hef,+ = (hf) e,, k and h’B,-b k = 
Wf) e.~,b,/i. Put h,= (Ilfl &.k, k; = (hlf) 6,,,,. We have’h~%‘h.9hf9?htj’But 
h, h’ E S(e, f ), so that h <h’, h’ <h. Thus hf9h’J Hence hf = h’J and so 
h, = hi. Now as h, h’ E or( f ), (K4)(ii) gives bd,-h = b$k,hz = b$k,hi = bdhh.. 
By Lemma 8S(ii), (a$p,h. jh = a$r.h, and so 
Dually this is true also if hyh’. But by Corollary 2.11 of [ 173, if h and h” 
are any two elements of S(e, f ), then there exists h’ E S(e, f) such that 
hWh’Zh”. Thus in all cases (a$,.,)(bq5x,,)= (a@,,,,)(bq+,.), and acb is 
independent of the choice of h. 
LEMMA 8.7. The operation “cl’ coincides with the operation in (G, . j when 
this is defined. 
Proof Suppose that a. b is defined in (G, .)-thus ab is defined in G or 
a. b is defined in (E(G), .). In the latter case we have a, b E E(G), and 
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!a, b) E ~,,G,. Suppose that so/b. Then by Proposition 2.2 of [17]> 
ba = a E S(a, 6): so that 
a: b = (a$,.Ab4b,J 
=a(ab) by (K2) 
= ab since a.9ab. 
A dual argument covers the case b&a. 
NOW if aw’b, then ab = a and apbawb. Also ba E S(a, b j by 
Proposition 2.2 of [17], and so 
= a(ba)(ba)b by (T(2) 
=a=ab. 
Dually if bw’a we again have a = b = ab. 
Now if ab is defined in G, or equivalently ab #O in Go: then by 
Proposition 5.4, there exists e E L,* n I?: A E(G). (Recall that Y*(G) = 
Y*(G’j, .9*(G) = a*(G’).) So aa b = (a$,.h)(b&,,hj, where h E S(e, e). 
Clearly /I= e, and a c b = ab. 
LEMMA 8.8 The operation “c” is associative. 
Proqf: We have a: (b=c) = (a$,,,,)((brl/,.,p,j(c4j,,n)j da,,, where eY*a, 
gLP*b, j.B*c, d.%*bzc n E S(e, d), mgS(g, j), and (a=b):c= 
W,kh)(b4jJ:h)) $i.,(cd~.~h h iv ere also fB*b, &?*a 3 6, h E S(e, f ), k E S( i, jj. 
We take any such e: g, j, m, A and h, and select particular d, iz, i, and k. 
Since b~g,m9’*m.9*cq5i,,,r we have by Lemma 8.2 that (b$,,)(cd;,,j 
B*b$,,. That is, b ‘2 c.B*b$,,,. Now nzo’g, so by (K4)(ii) we have b$,, = 
bdJm~,b.,Pm~g,b,f So we may take d= ~lll?~.~.,-= (gm) 8,b,y Duaily 
a: b5f’*b$,-,,5?*hOf.6.g, and we can take i= ~%t?~~,~ = (hf ) 8~,o.g. Note that 
by (K4)(ih 6.L.6,g = (~g,b.f)-L. 
We now use Corollary 2.13 of [17], using e= e, g= j, h?=m, hi =A, 
,f=J f'=g, h;=i, h;=d. We have z=t3,,,,:w(f )-a(g). 
Then by this result, there exist HE S(/z, djES(e, d): and kES(i, mjz 
S(i, j) such that (nf) f3,Cb.g=gk (and hence also nf = (gkj 69.b,j). So we use 
this n and k. 
Now 
dd.” = dd.nd by Lemma 8.4 
= d,cn,jd by (B31) since nw’dwf. 4 
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But kf W= kk) eg,b,Agm) eg,b.f= kkkmj eg,b,J? and @km) =g(km) 
by (B32)*, since kw’m, k, m ~w’(g). 
so 
W)d= Mkm)) es,b,f 
= Mkm)) egm.btie.pm. d by (K4)(v), since gkw’gm by (B22)*, 
and so g(km) = (gk)(gm) E w(gm), 
and gnzcclg, d = gme,,af 
Now by Proposition 2.3* of [17], since kmwmo&, we have (gm)(kmj= 
g(m(km)) =g(kFn), SO that (r$)d= (gm)(km) Ogm,btip,sm,d. But gmym, and so 
by (K4)(rv), Kim) egm.btig.g,,,,d= (km) 8 mWp.p.d, Thus 
(bt&n)(Cdj,rn) dd,n = @f&n)(c~j.rn) ~d,(krn)B,~~~,~~,~ 
= (Wg,,) ICI,,FAC~~,J C&O by W4W) since 
(km)8 mbbg.p.d =kd m.Wg.gm.d and klcm, cdj,,,%*m. 
We now show that kjomj: kE S(i, m) G S(i, j), and i= (hf) $-,&$g. So 
ko’iog, and k E A’(g, j). Since m E S(g, j) we have k < m, and in particular 
kjo’mj. Since also kc!fj, mofj, we have kj%fko’m.%mj. Thus kjcomj. 
Now as ke S(i, m) and m E S(g, j) we have kofmafj, and so by 
Proposition 2.3 of [ 171, kmj is defined and equals (kj)(mj) = kj. Then by 
(Kl), 4j.j.mbm,k = bj!k,,j = dj,kj = dj,k by Lemma 8.4. We also have kw’mok, 
so that g(mk) = gk and by (Kl)*, 
so 
**,m*m,li = *g,gn& 
= $g,gk = $g,k by Lemma 8.4. 
Thus a= (b SC)= (a~,,,)(b~,,k)(c~j,,,,). 
Dually (u~b)~~=(u~,,,)(b~~~)(c~j,i,,). 
But 
W,.k = b& !+,,- by (K4)(ii), since ko’g 
= bq3,-nf= bdJ., by Lemma 8.4. 
Thus (a~b)~c=a~(b=c). 
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LEMMA 8.9. The semigroup S= (G, @, Y) thus obtained is abundant. 
Proof Let x E S. Then x E Go, which is abundant, and so there exists 
eE E(G) with eP’*x in Go. It is clear that E(G) GE(S), by Lemma 8.7. 
Now x 2 e = xe = x by the same result. Suppose that x =p = x- 4; that is, 
where fB*p, g9*q and h E S(e, f ), A’E S(e: gj. We need to show that 
ecp = e,: q; that is (e$,,)(pdJ,,) = (ell/,,h,)(qd,,h.). By (K2j*, this reduces to 
showing that 
(eh)W& = (eh’)(q4,,,). (24) 
By Lemma 8.2, the lefthand side of Eq. (23) is .%*-related to x$,~~~ and 
the righthand side is W*-related to x+,,~.. So we have XI$,,~J?*X$J,~~,. 
Now let Jo R,* n E(G), and put h, = (eh) tl,.,.j, hi = (eh’j d,!,>j. Then 
h,W*xq5j,h, =x1,9,-~ by (K4)(ii) as hw’e 
.%*.~I++,,,. = xq$i,;~‘*h;. 
So h,g*h;, and hence ehWeh’ because 6,.,,j is a biorder isomorphism. 
Then by Lemma 8.5, (x$,,,) eh = x$,,~. 
Thus 
We.hWb#~h) = (xkhj(~4.Lhj 
= hk.,hr)(9dg.h~) by (23) 
= (x$,,,,)(eh’)(qti,.,.) since x$+ = xl(l,.,,,,L?*eh 
So (x$,.,z.)(lefthand side of Eq. (24)) 
= (xti,,,.)(righthand side of Eq. (24)j. 
Since xtie,,,Y*eh’, this implies that (eh’)(lefthand side of Eq. (24)) = (eh’j 
(righthand side of Eq. (24)). That is, 
(eh’)(eh)W& = (eh’Neh’)(qd,.,,) or 
(eh)(p4L,2) = (eh’)(qd,,) since ehWeh’. 
But this is Eq. (24) as required. 
So xY*e in S. Dually there exists f E E(S) such that fg*(S)x, and S is 
abundant. 
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LEMMA 8.10. E(S) = E(G) as regular biordered sets. 
Proof: We already have E(G) _c E(S). Let a E E(S). Then a c a = 
(atj,,)(aq5JJ = a, where e EL,* n E(G), f~ Rz A E(G) and h E S(e, f ). By 
Lemma 8.2, aq5,-h3’*aoaQ*a$,,, and so adL,,Z*aY*e and all/,,9?*a3’*J: 
Thus 
f~*a*e,h=a4Lh0,,; by (K4)(ii) as hole. 
&‘*hfi .,a,,4 
So f = he,,,. Dually e = hO,,,. 
so 
Since a 0 a = a, we have aa = a, and a E E(G). Thus E(G) = E(S) as sets. 
Since E(G) is a regular biordered set, and ef defined in E(G) implies that 
es f = ef E E(G) = E(S), the identity map from E(G) to E(S) is clearly a 
bijective regular bimorphism, and hence by Corollary 2.15 of [ 171, an 
isomorphism. Thus E(S) is a regular biordered set. 
COROLLARY. The idempotents of S generate a regular subsemigroup. 
Proof Let e, f E E(S). Since E(S) is a biordered set, S(e, f ) # cj. Let 
k E S(e, f ), and consider e 0 h ,zJ: Since h&e, we have h = he E s(e, h) by 
Proposition 2.2 of [17]. 
Thus 
Also, since hcz’f, we have h =fi E S(f, h). So ez h of = (e$,,) tih,& f4,-,) = 
(e+,.,)( fd,-,) = e af: Thus h E S,(e, f ), which by Theorem 1.2(a2) IS equal to 
S,(e, f ), so that h is an inverse for ef. 
LEMMA 8.11. Z*(S) = Y*(G) and a*(s) = .9*(G). 
ProojY We have shown in the proof of Lemma 8.9 that for x E S there 
exists eEE(G) with eY*(G)x, and that this implies that elP*(S)x. Now if 
x,~E& and xY*(G)y, then we have yY*(G)e and hence ydP*(S)e. So 
J-Y**(S) eY*(S)x. Thus T*(G) _C T*(S). 
Now suppose that x$P*(S)y. By Lemma 8.9, S is abundant, so there 
exists GEE = E(G) such that x, J’E L;-*. We take e as before, so that 
eY*(S)x and hence eY(.S)f: That is, e:f =e, fce=f: Then by Lemma 
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8.10, I$=e, fe=.f; and eY(G)J So xY*(G)eY(G)f. Similarly we can 
show that v’P*(G)f, and thus x.A?*(G)J. So Y*(G) = Y*(S). 
Dually W*(G) = 3’*(S). 
COROLLARY. tr*(S)=G. 
Proc$ By Proposition 6.4, the product ab is defined in G if and only if 
Lf(G) n R,*(G) n E(G) #& But ab is defined in tr*(S) if and only if 
L~(S)nR,*(S)nE(S)#qk The result now follows from the lemma and 
Lemma 8.10. 
LEMMA 8.12. @ and ‘P are the structwe mappings on S. 
Proof. 4,. +.: RT -+ R,* and $,.,-I L,* + L,* for j&e. (By the previous 
corollary we know that the 3!*- and Y*-classes coincide in S and G.) We 
intend to show that for x E R,*, JJ E L,*. we have ~-4,~ = fox and 
j!i)e,f=pf: 
Since fKe. fe is defined, and by Proposition 2.2 of [ i 71, fe E S(e, f ). So 
fc x = (f$.r,,dW,../A 
= (f(fe)Nxd,..~,) by (K21* 
= (fe )(X4,,,) since few:f 
= xq4,+ since xfj,.,,B*fe 
= XCJ,.~ by Lemma 8.4. 
LmfMA 8.13. S is IC. 
ProoJ Let QES, afe R,* n E(S), a” EL,* n E(S). By (K4)(i) there 
exists an isomorphism Oa+.o,u*: ~(a+) -+~(a*). Now ifgem( by Lemma 
8.12 we have 
Thus R2+,a.a” s tisfies the conditions in the corollary to Lemma 2.3, and S 
is IC. 
The results of Lemmas 8.6, 8.7, 8.8, 8.9, 8.10 and its corollary, 8.12, and 
8.13, and the corollary to Lemma 8.11, together give us the theorem. 
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